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Preface 
Wavelet bases are class of orthonormal bases of L2(R) each one of which contains 
functions of the same shape. The basis functions ipj^k are in fact constructed from a 
"mother function" tp by means of dilations and translations 
iPj,k = 2^'/V(2^a; - fc), j . k e z . 
These bases (together with the related structure of multiresolution analysis), have 
been first used in the field of signal processing. They have been applied for seismic and 
acoustic signal interpretation [69], image compression [65] and image analysis (edge de-
tection [63] and pattern recognition). In particular the tool of multiresolution analysis 
[64] which is strictly related to these bases, allows to construct fast filters for image 
decomposition and reconstruction which are at the base of most of the algorithms for 
wavelet application in numerical analysis. Most of these algorithms are fast and easily 
implemented on parallel computers. This is one of the reasons that encourages the use 
of wavelets in many fields of applied mathematics. 
The dissertation consists of six chapters. In the first half of Chapter 1 we have 
given some definitions which are used in the subsequent chapters. Second half of 
Chapter 1 deals with the definitions and properties of wavelet packets which are the 
generalization of wavelets. The wavelet packets provide a family of orthonormal bases 
for L2(R). We have many choices to represent the data as the direct sum of orthonormal 
basis subsets. The optimal representation of the data within the Ubrary of wavelet 
packets is obtained by using the so called best basis. We have discussed a numerical 
method using wavelet packet bases to approximate the solution of ordinary differential 
equations with constant coefficients. The orthonormal bases of wavelet packets are 
used to obtain the theoretical results for an ODE. 
In Chapter 2, it is shown that how a wavelet basis of L^iR) can be used as an 
approximation tool in Holder spaces. This approximation is useful from numerical 
point of view. As an example, it is used for solution of Fredholm equation of second 
degree. 
The Chapter 3 deals with the expansion of periodic functions in the wavelet bases. 
Some of the theorems for wavelet approximations in C and Lp spaces are given. Again, 
it has an advantage for numerical problems compared with the corresponding wavelet 
coefficients. 
The error estimates for the approximation of functions by wavelets are given in 
Chapter 4. The projection error estimates are given in Besov and Lp norms respectively. 
The wavelets as an alternative to polynomial and trigonometric approximation are also 
discussed. 
The construction of multiwavelets with examples are discussed in Chapter 5. It is 
established in Strela [86] and shown by many others (discussed in details in Chapter 
5) that the multiwavelets are superior to uniwavelets from application point of view. 
The Chapter 6 deals with the highly nonstationary wavelet packets (HNWP's) 
which infact is the generalization of nonstationary wavelet packets, introduce by Hess-
Nielsen [44]. The application of HNWP's for obtaining Schauder bases for Lp spaces 
are also discussed. In the end a fairly comprehensive bibliography is presented. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this chapter we have given the definitions which will be used in the subseciuent chap-
ters. We have also given a review of the algorithms of construction of orthonormal bases 
of wavelet packets and thus the decomposition of wavelet packet spaces are obtained. 
We have discussed a numerical method using wavelet packet bases to approximate the 
solution of ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients. The orthonormal 
bases of wavelet packets are used to obtain the theoretical results for an ODE. 
Definition 1.1 We may define the inner product 
/
oo 
f{x)g{x)dx, f,geL^{R). 
•oo 
Definition 1.2 The Fourier transform of a function f G Li{R) is defined by 
/
oo 
e-'^^f[x)dx. 
•oo 
Definition 1.3 Let f € Li{R) be the Fourier transform of some function f e Li(R) 
then the inverse Fourier transform of f is defined by 
{F-'f){x) = l.j\i--'f{w)dw. 
Theorem 1.4 Let f e Li(R) D LziR) then the Fourier transform f of f is in L^iR) 
and satisfies the follomng "Parseval identity" 
ml = Mfwi 
Definition 1.5 Let/ andg be functions in Li(R) then (continuous-time) convolution 
off and g is also an I'i(R) function h, defined by 
/
oo 
•oo 
dy. 
Definition 1.6 For any fixed value ofa>0, the "Gabor Transform" of an f e L^ 
is defined by 
(G?/)H = r(e-*"'7(t))9a(t-6)dt, 
^ - o o 
where ga{t — b) is a Gaussian function. 
Definition 1.7 IfipE L2(R) satisfies the admissibility condition 
c^  = / '^r; dw <oo, 
J -c -oo F l 
then ip is called the basic wavelet. 
Definition 1.8 Relative to every basic wavelet ip, the integral wavelet transform (IWT) 
on L2(R) is defined by 
{W,,f){b, a) = |a|-^ y " f{t)iJ (^-^^ dt, feL, (K). 
Definition 1.9 A function il> 6 L2(R) is called a dyadic wavelet if there exist two 
positive constants A and B mth 0 < A < B < oo such that 
oo 
j= -oo 
Definition 1.10 A sequence {0„} of L^iR) is called a Frame if there exist positive 
constants A and B such that 
oo 
MfWl < J2\(fM\' < BWff \/feH. 
n=l 
where (/,0n) = /ji/(x)0„(x)dx. The constants A and B are called frame bounds. If 
A — B = \, the frame is called tight or exact. 
Definition 1.11 A sequence {0„} in L2(R) is called on orthonormal system (sequence) 
if 
(0n,0m) = 0 if n ^ in 
= 1 if 71 = m. 
Definition 1.12 A sequence {0„} of L^i^) is called on orthonormal basis if {0„} is 
orthonormal sequence and for every 
neZ 
Definition 1.13 A sequence of function {(pni^)} of L2{R) is called Riesz sequence if 
there exist constants 0 < A< B such that 
AM < ||5^a„0„(x)|| < Bllall, 
n€Z 
where a = {ai,a2)*" »<^ n) is sequence of arbitrary scalars and \\a\\ — ( ^ |o„| 
A Riesz sequence is called a Riesz basis i/span{(;^n(2;)}n6Z = i>2{K). 
neV. 
1 
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Definition 1.14 (I/p(f2) Space) Let Q be a domain in R" and let p be a positive real 
number. We denote by Lp{Q) the class of all measurable functions u, defined on Q. for 
which 
\u{x)^dx < oo, /„ 
and the norm of Lp(fi) is defined by 
M\v = 
r 1 ^'^ 
< J \u{x)\^dx > provided 1 < p < oo 
ess sup |w{x)|, if p = oo. 
Definition 1.15 A function <p 6 •£/2{R) is said to generate Multiresolution Analysis 
(MRA) if it generates a nested sequence of closed subspaces 
and satisfies the following properties: 
(i) •••CV,cVoCV,C---
(ii) closL,(U V^ i) = ^2 
J6Z 
(ill) n Vj = {0} 
iez 
(iv) Vj+i = Vj ®Wj, j € Z where Wj are the orthogonal complement of Vj in Vj+i; 
and 
(v) fix) e Vj <=^ f{2x) € Vj+u z € Z. 
Definition 1.16 A function (j) € LzlR) is called a scaling function if the subspaces Vj 
of L2(R) defined by 
Vj = c\osLi(9.){(l>j,k : keZ). 
Definition 1.17 An R-function t/» € L2{R) is called an R-wavelet or wavelet if it has 
a dual ip e L2{R), in the sense that {V'i,*} and { /^,m} as defined by 
^i,k = 2^l^i>{Tx-k) 
and 
^,,„ = 2'/'"^(2'x - m) 
satisfy the duality relationship, 
{i^j,k,Am) =/j,2-4,m, j,k,l,meZ. 
Theorem 1.18 (Weierstrass Approximation) If f = f{C) is continuous on T. 
Then for each e > 0 we can find a trigonometric polynomial g{^) — ^ OfcC^ '^ '^ ^ with 
\k\<N 
the property of 
1/(0 - 5(01 <e,veeT. 
Definition 1.19 Suppose that f = f(t) is a square integrable function on all o/R. It 
is called Band-limited if there is a finite fc > 0 such that / ( O = 0 whenever \^\ > k. 
The values of f at any set of sampling points are well defined because a band-limited 
function must be continuous. 
Definition 1.20 Dilation by s, for s > 0, can be regarded as the process of stretching 
a function over an s times larger domain. We will denote this by the operator as which 
acts on a continuous function by the following formula 
def 1 
f^^*^'-v^^(f)' 
1 
the normalization by -j= makes this operator unitary on L^iR). 
Definition 1.21 Translation or shift operator Ty is defined by Tyu{x) = u{x - y). 
Theorem 1.22 Let ip be a basic wavelet which defines an IWT W^. Then 
/
oo r°o da 
/ [{W^f){b,a){W^g){b,a)]-db = C^^g), 
-ooJ-oo "• 
for all / , s 6 L2(R). Furthermore, for any f € L2{R) and x € R at which f is 
continuous, 
1 /.oo /-oo J 
^tl> J-ooJ-oo " 
where tpb,a{t) = \a\ ^ f j . 
Theorem 1.23 (Riemann-Lebesgue) / / / is absolutely integrable, then f is contin-
uous, and f{^)—*Qas \^\ -* oo. 
Definition 1.24 (Modulus of continuity) 
w,{f;v) := snp {^ f^\f{x + h)-f{x)\^dxy , iov f e L,[0,2n\ 
0</i<t, l^T^ Jo ) 
where 1 < p < oo, and if p = oo, then 
w{f;v) := Woo{f,n) = sup max|/(a; + h) - f{x)\, for / e C*[0,2n]. 
0<h<r) * 
1.1 Wavelet Packets 
We have the following sequence of functions due to Wickerhauser [95]. For n = 0,1,2,3, • 
W2n{t) = \/25^afct«„(2t - k) (1.1) 
fc€Z 
W2n+l{t) = V2^bkWr,{2t - k) (1.2) 
fc€Z 
where, the functions Wo{t) and Wi{t) can be identified with the functions 0 and i/> 
respectively, as defined in [30], and a = {ajb} is the filter which satisfies the following 
properties 
neZ 
^an = V2 and 6fc = (-l)''ai_fc 
neZ 
We denote the summing and differencing operators H and G on /2(Z) by 
Hf{i) =Y^a,_2i • m ; G/(i) =^6^-2* • m . (1.3) 
The adjoint operators H* and G* are defined by 
//7(fc) = ^a,.2i • / ( i ) ; G7(fc) = Y.^k-2i • / ( i) (1-4) 
teZ »6Z 
and 
/ /*/ / + G*G = / . (1.5) 
For 71 = 0 in (1.1) and (1.2) , we get, 
iuo{t) = Woi2t) + Wo{2t - I) 
wi{t) = wo{2t) - wo{2t - I) . 
If we increeise n, we get the following 
Wiit) = Wi{2t) + wi{2t - I) 
Wait) = wi{2t) - wi{2t - 1) 
Wi{t) = Wi{At) + Wi{At - 1) + wi{At - 2) + Wi{At - 3) . 
We observe that it;„'s have a "fixed scale" but din'erent frequencies. 'Jlioy arc Walsh 
functions in [0,1[. The function w„{t — k), for integers k, n with //. > 0. form an 
orthonormal basis of L2(R) [95]. 
We define a space r2„ which is the linear span of integer translates of w„ 's as 
^n := {/ I / = X]cjt^ ^n(< - k)], (1.6) 
fcez 
where {cfc} € h[ 
Using identity (1.5), we have 
8 
From (1.5) and (1.6), 
or, >/2/(0 = p + q for p 6 fian and «? G fian+i-
We may define 
Sm = V2f{2t) . 
Therefore, 
or more generally that 
We have a theorem due to [95] which allows us to refine the decomposition L2(K) = 
®n^n by scales. 
Theorem 1.25 For every partition P of the non-negative integers into the sets of the 
form Ikn = {2*n, • • • , 2*(n + 1) - 1}, the collection of functions W^j = 2''l'^Wn{2H -
j),hn E P, j E Z is an orthonormal basis of L2{R). 
Definition 1.26 Wavelet packet basis of L-2{TSi) is an orthonormal basis selected from 
among the functions 
1.2 Numerical Calculation of Wavelet Packet Coef-
ficients 
Let f{t) be a function in L^i^) and let {cp : p € Z} be the coefficients of / ( / ) in 6''Q,Q. 
Here, Cp = J 2^^'^Wo{2^t - p)f{t)dt and the L2 function given by the projection will be 
denoted by 
PLf{t) = Y.^'^'^'M'2't-p). (1.7) 
From {cp} we may calculate the coefficients of f{t) in any space S'^Q.n, for 0 < k < 
L, and 0 < n < 2^"*, by applying the functions G and H to the sequences {cp}. Thus 
we have 
/
oo 
2'''''wf{2H-p)f{t)dt (1.8) 
•00 
p e Z , 0 < s < L , 0 < / < 2^-". The coefficients of f{t.) in the subspace 6''Qn form a 
sequence {c^'' : p € Z}. 
As for example, if we take L = 3, then the boxes of coefficients in the rectangle corre-
spond to the decomposition of 6^Q,o into the subspaces 5*n„, for 0 < fc < 3, and 0 < 
n < 2^"*. The top box corresponds to S^QQ, the bottom boxes correspond to Q„, for 
0 < n < 2^, and box n on level k (counting the bottom as level 0) corresponds to 
subspace 6*Qn (see the following table). 
S^Qo 
62^0 
<5fio 
ilQ il\ 
6^1 
4 42 ^ 3 
(5'^ fii 
6^2 
4 64 4 65 
S^3 
HQ ilj 
We have many choices to represent S^CIQ as direct sum of orthonormal bfisis subsets. 
The Wavelet basis no®fii®^fii®5^f^i, the Subband basis 6f^o©<5f^i9<5fi2©5f^3, and 
the Walsh basis f2o ® ^ i ® • • • ® ^ 7 are obtained. Thus, we constructed wavelet packets 
which provided a family of orthonormal bases for L2(R) . The optimal representation 
of the data within the library of wavelet packets is obtained by using the so called 
"best basis algorithm" [95]. 
1.3 Integral Operator Matrix 
Consider a function f{t) integrable in [0,1). Its integral is given by 
P(0 = / f{x)dx + g{0)wo{t), 0<t<l (1.9) 
S(0) is the initial condition. Now /(f) can be approximated by the partial sum of the 
wavelet packet series 
n - l 
/(f)c^^cf^iy/, (1.10) 
i=0 
where Wf, = 2'/^Wf{2H - i), 0 < s < L, 0 < / < 2^"* and the wavelet packet 
coefficients are given by 
cf' = / 2'^''wf{2H - i)f{t)dt 
Jo (1.11) 
10 
From (1.9) and (1.10), it follows that 
p(t) ~ V c / ' f Wi{x)dx + g{0)wo{t) . (1.12) 
It is reqmred to evaluate the integral of wavelet packet functions. Let us define 
Ji{t) = [ Wi{x)dx . (1.13) 
Jo 
Now approximating Ji{t) by the following partial sum of wavelet-packet series 
n - l 
j,{t)^Y^Ajiw;^{t)dt, (1.14) 
where 
Aji= f Ji{t)Wi^{t)dt. (1.15) 
Jo 
From (1.12) and (1.14), we get 
9{t) ^ Y^Z^i^ ^ ' Wl^{t) ^-g{Q)wo{t) . (1.16) 
j=0 i=0 
The desired integral g{t) can alternatively be approximated by the following partial 
sum of wavelet packet series 
n - l 
k=0 
with coefficients djf given by 
4"= f 9{tWL{t)dt. (1.18) 
From (1.16) and (1.17), we get 
n - l n - l n - l 
Y14' K = EE^i^ 'i" ^^ii^)+9{o)^Mt) 
k=0 j=0 t=0 
or, 
n - l 
^i' = E^*'^/'+^(0)'5M (1-19) 
t=0 
11 
where 6k,o is the Kronecker delta function. In matrix notation equation (1.19) can be 
expressed as 
D = AC + G (1.20) 
where, 
G = l9(0) ,0 , . - . ,0f 
A = [Aji] for i , j = 0, •• • , n - 1 
and 
A^i = £ ( ^£ W!,{x)dx^ Wi^{t)dt. (1.21) 
The vectors D and C are called the wavelet packet transform of g{t) and / ( i ) , respec-
tively. The non singular matrix A is called the integral operator matrix. Therefore, 
from (1.20), we get 
C = A-^{D-G). (1.22) 
A~^ permits us to compute the wavelet packet transform C. 
1.4 Algorithm for the Solution of Differential Equa-
tions 
Consider the linear differential equation with constant coefficients over the interval 
[0,1). 
E \ y W ( t ) = /(i), (1.23) 
»=o 
where y('^(t) denotes the i"* derivative oiy{t). 
Let Y(j,) denote the wavelet packet transform of y(*)(i). The wavelet packet transform 
of equation (1.23) gives us 
p 
E^ '^W^C-- (1.24) 
i=0 
Since y'+\t) = ^ y(')(t). From (1.22) it follows that 
K(,+i)=/l- i(y(, , -G'( , , ) (1.25) 
12 
where G(i) = [y^*nO),0»'' • .OP- Thus we have 
yw = ^-' (^0) - G(o)) 
and, in general 
i 
Substituting !(<) from equation (1.26) into equation (1.24), we get 
no)=(EM-M (c + 5^A,^^-^(7(,_,)) . (1.27) 
\ t = 0 / \ t=0 i=o / 
This is the wavelet packet transform of y^°^{t) = y{t). Hence, we get the desired 
approximate solution of equation (1.23) in the interval [0,1). 
13 
Chapter 2 
Approximate Solution of a Second 
kind Integral Equations 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter it is shown that a wavelet basis of L2(1R.) can be used as a tool for the 
uniform approximation in the space C°'{R)f) L2(K), a > 0, where C"(R) denotes the 
Holder space of exponent a. This approximation property is useful for the numerical 
application of wavelets. As an example it is used for solution of Fredholm equation of 
second degree. 
Consider a basis of L2(R) given by two parameter of wavelets 
7Pjk{^) = 2^/^7P{2^x-k) xeR, j , f c e Z , (2.1) 
generated by dilation and translations of a, single mother wavelet -ip e L2{R). Any 
function / (x) 6 I'2(R) can be expanded in the double wavelet series as, 
m = E</'^ i.*) i^.*(^)' (2-2) 
i.fc€Z 
which converges in the L2-norm. The scalar product is defined by 
(/.•^ifc) = / f{x)tpik{x) dx 
Moreover, if 
J il^jk{x)i^j>k>{x)dx = 6jj>,6kk', j , j ' , f c , / c ' eZ (2.3) 
and the family {ipjk)jk satisfies the stability condition 
V/ 6 L2(R), cll / l l i < J2 Kf^Ml' < C2\\f\\l (2.4) 
i.fceZ 
14 
for some constants Ci,C2 > 0, then {ipjk)jkei is said to be an orthonoimal wavelet basis 
of LiiR). 
In general, a compactly supported wavelet is associated with a compactly sup-
ported real scaling function <j>, a solution of the refinement equation 
(/.(x) = Yl a„0(2x - 7i), (2.5) 
n=no 
where (an)n is an appropriate finite sequence of real numbers. The translates of (p have 
to satisfy the orthonormality condition 
(</>(• - j),0(- - '^)> = / 0(a; - j)0(x - k) dx = 5jk-
The mother wavelet ip is simply given by 
^(x) = £ ; ( - i r a x _ „ 0 ( 2 x - n ) . (2.6) 
n 
A biorthogonal wavelet basis is a pair of families of dual wavelets ipjk and i/^ jfc derived 
from two mother wavelets xp and xp, respectively. In this case, any function / € L2(R) 
can be written in the forms 
j.fcez i.Jfcez 
The details on the construction and regularity of compactly supported orthonormal 
and biorthogonal wavelet bases can be found in [19, 29, 55]. 
It is well known that wavelets have many applications in applied mathematics and 
numerical analysis [6, 46, 56] etc. Here, the focus is on the interesting property of 
uniform approximation by wavelets in the space C*(R) fl L2(R) for any positive real 
number a > 0. More precisely, it is shown that if the mother scaling function 0 and 
the wavelet ip belong to the Holder space ^ ( R ) and if / e C°'(R) n L2(R)- 0 < Q < r, 
then the wavelet series expansion of / converges to / in the 1| • \\^ norm. As a result, 
wavelets can be used to build numerical schemes for solving problems with solutions 
lying in C«(R) n L2(R), | < a. 
In Section 2, we review the Sobolev regularity of the mother scaling function (f) 
and the stabiUty of the associated wavelet basis. Also, we use an idea from iterative 
interpolation theory to derive an estimate of the Sobolev and Holder regularity of an 
orthonormal wavelet basis. 
15 
In Section 3, an error bound for the approximation of a function by its truncated 
wavelet series expansion is presented. Section 4 is devoted to a wavelet based numerical 
scheme for the solution of a Fredholm equation of the second kind with solution lying 
in ^^(R), a > i . 
2.2 Stability and Regularity Estimate of an Orthonor-
mal Wavelet Basis 
In this section it is shown that the Sobolev regularity of the scaling function 0 given 
by (2.5) implies the stability of the associated wavelet basis. Also, a shaip cslirtiaLe of 
the Sobolev regularity and an estimate of a wavelet basis is derived. 
Definition 2.1 A Sobolev space of order s > 0, denoted by H^{R), is a subspace of 
L2{R), given by 
H'{R) = {feHR); \mm + \^\Y'e HR)] . 
In order to prove the relationship between the Sobolev regularity and the stability 
of a wavelet basis, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2 Suppose that the scaling function (f) satisfies 
sup V |0{^ + 2kTr)\'^-'' < +00, (2.8) 
for some a > 0, and 
sup(i + \^\r\m\ < +°o. (2.9) 
Then there exists a constant c such that, for all f € L-^iR), 
E \(f^Mf < cWfWl (2.10) 
i.fcez 
Proof. Kindly see [19]. 
Theorem 2.3 Assume that the sequence (a„)„ given by (2.5), is finite and satisfies 
the condition 
Ea„_2fca„_2/ = 6i-k, (2.11) 
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and assume that for some e > 0 , u;e have 
m)\ < c(i + \^?)-'-''\ (2.12) 
where '0 denotes the Fourier transform of the mother wavelet ip. Finally, assume that 
the mother scaling function </> 6 if*(R) for some positive number s. Then there exist 
two positive constants Ci(s) and C2{s) such that 
V / 6 L2(R), c^{s)\\f\\l < J^ \{LM\' < 2^(^ )11/11 
J,*6Z 
(2.13) 
Proof . To prove the upper bound of (2.13), it suffices to check that if 0 € ir{R) for 
some s > 0, then conditions (2.8) and (2.9) of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied. To get (2.8) 
we first prove that there exists 0 < a < 1 such that 
j\mr°' d^ < -I oo. (2.14) 
Since 
and by using Holder's inequality, one gets 
Hence, if 0 < a < 1/(1 + l /2s ) , then (2.14) holds. To get (2.8) it suffices to use the 
following inequalities which can be found in [19] 
Y:m+2kn)r- < /•|l(|<^|2-(0) d^ 
I 
dcj) 
< 2 d0 
d^ 
d^ 
1/2 
[J\m 
(2.15) 
2 - 2 Q d^ 
1/2 
Since (a„)n is a finite, it follows that the associated scaling function 0 is compactly 
supported. Moreover, 0 e //*(R) for some s > 0 impHes that 0 e LiiR). It becomes 
clear that the first factor of the last inequality is proportional to the L2 norm of x0(a;) 
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which is finite, and the second factor is finite whenever 0 < a < l / ( l + l/(2s)). To prove 
(2.9) we consider a point ^ such that|4| € [2"~^7r,2''7r], n > 1. Then the techniques 
used to get (2.15) give us 
1/2 
\4>m' < c I 
.72"-iw<|$|<2"ir 
mw d^ 
Since, 
y2"-iir<lf|<2"ir 72'-iT<|€|<2"ir \ ^ / 
2s 
10(01^  1 (1/2+1^1) 2s 
(2.16) 
di, 
therefore, 
/ 
ir<|«|<2"w 
-2s 
\mvdi < ^ (^^ 2+^ "" 
. . ( i . f • -2s 
< C2(5)(i +1^|)-2^ 
Consequently, there exists a constant 03(5) depending only on s such that 
m)\ < C3{s){i + ler^ v^  e R. 
Collecting everything together, one concludes that for any arbitrary real number a 
satisfying 
0 < a < min ( s, 1 
1 + 1/(25)7' 
the scaling function (p satisfies condition (2.8) and (2.9). Consequently, the upper 
bound of (2.13) is proven. To prove the lower bound of (2.13), we first mention that 
under condition (2.11) and (2.13), the wavelet expansion of an L2 function / converges 
in the L2-sense, that is, 
V/ 6 HR), fix) = J2 (/> V',fc)V'ifc(a;), (2.17) 
where the equality holds in the Lj-sense. For the proof of this result the reader is 
referred to [30]. From (2.11) and (2.17), one concludes that, for all / e L2(R), 
N 
WfWl = lim E E\{f,^jk)\' 
< V^)\\fh 
-,1/2 
E \{LM\' 
j.keZ 
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Hence, 
wliich proves the lower bound of (2.13) and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Now we study a practical method for estimating the Holder regularity of a wavelet 
basis. 
Definition 2.4 Ifa = n + r, nE.N,0<r<l, then the Holder space of order a 
denoted by ^ ( R ) is defined by 
C«(R) = ( / 6 L-; sup l^"(/)(^ + ' ' )-^"(/)WI , ^ 1 . 
I x,h M } 
If a~nE N*, then 
In [31] the authors have given a practical and sharp method for estimating the 
Holder regularity of the solution of a symmetric iterative interpolation process. This 
method is described as follows. Let F{t) be the Li-solution of the iterative interpolation 
process. 
M M 
G{t) = J2anG{2t-n), ^ " " = 2. 
-M -M 
Define the trigonometric polynomial A/o(0 by Mo(^) = I]^_A/<^ne'"^- We assume 
that Mo(0 factors in the form 
2N M-N 
n=-M+N 
Define a symmetric matrix AhyA = [/3n-2m]~M+N<n,m<M-N- Let r denote the spectral 
radius of A. Under the condition that 
Mo(0 > 0, V ^ e R , (2.18) 
it is shown in [31] that the solution F(-) of the above iterative process satisfies 
/ \^r\m\ d^ < +00, 
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and consequently, it belongs to the Holder space ^^(IR) for all a <2N - log(r)/log2. 
Moreover, this Holder estimate is sharp. Note that in the case of wavelets, conditions 
(2.18) is not satisfied, and consequently, the above method cannot be used as it is, 
for checking the regularity of wavelets. Nonetheless, as will be shown in the proof of 
the following proposition, by a minor modification of the above scheme, one gets a 
practical method for estimating the Sobolev and the Holder regularities of compactly 
supported wavelets. 
Proposition 2.5 Assume that (f> is an L\ is hounded solution of the refinement equa-
tion 
<f>{t) = 5 2 a „ 0 ( 2 t - n ) , 5 ^ a „ = 2. (2.19) 
n n 
Here, we assume that the sequence {an)n is finite in length. Define the matrix B by 
B = [/?n-2m]n,m, vuhcre f^c = ]C„ 7n7n-fc and where the finite sequence (7n)n is defined 
n,Tn ^ ' ^ ' n 
IJ r denotes the spectral radius of B, then the scaling function 0 and the associated 
wavelets belong to the Sobolev space H'{R) and to the Holder space C^~'^/'^ for all 
s < 2 A r - l o g ( r ) / l o g 2 . 
Proof. By applying the Fourier transform to both sides of (2.19), one gets 
m = ^[l)^ (I) • (2.20) 
If we define the function g{-) by g{t) = < (^—t), then 
(f^gm = rno ( 0 mo ^ - 0 (^g) ( ' 0 . (2.21) 
It is clear that the convolution function (0 * g) is Li function. Applying the inverse 
Fourier transform to (2.21), one concludes that 
{4>*g){x) = J^Pk{(l>*9){2x-k), P-k = Pk=^Y^a„ar,_,. 
k n 
Note that jno(O) = 1 implies that Eib/?fc = 2 and (0*p) is an Li symmetric solution 
of an type (2.19). Since 
Mo(0 = 2mo(e)mo(-0 
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satisfies condition (2.18), since 
and by applying the method of [31], one concludes that 
where r is the spectral radius of B. Since <^  is a bounded Li function, it follows that 
0 e L2(K). Hence, (2.22) implies that 0 € H'{R), Vs < 2Ar - J2|i, Finally, to prove 
the Holder regularity of the scaling function, we consider an arbitrary small e > 0. 
Then by using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, one concludes that 
[/(I+\(\'f'-'^'-'''\mM\ < J (1 ^  |^ p)V2.e /(I + \^mm' dt 
Hence, if 0 6 H'{R), then / k|*"^/^"'|0(OI d^ < +0°. and consequently, 0 G C^-U2-^ 
for any e > 0. 
2.3 Uniform Approximation of Wavelet Expansions 
in Holder Spaces 
In this section, we prove the uniform convergence of a wavelet series expansion 
and state some properties of the projection operator associated with a wavelet basis. 
The results of this section depend on the use of a wavelet basis with some Holder 
regularity. The results of the previous section can be used to check this last condition. 
The following theorem gives conditions for the uniform convergence of the wavelet 
series expansion of a function / . 
Theorem 2.6 Let f be a function belonging to {C^ D L2)(R), a > 0, and 0 and ip 
be a mother scaling function and a mother wavelet. Assume that (l),ip E C" for some 
0 <a <r. Also, assume that (j),il) satisfy the following decay condition: 
\<P{x)\ < c{l + \x\r'-^, \7p{x)\ < c{l + \x\)-'-' (2.23) 
for some constants c, e > 0. For J > 0, define the projection operator Pj by 
- 1 
PAf){^) = Yl<f,4>ok)<hk{x)+ Yl Y.^L'^ik)'4'jk{x). (2.24) 
fcez j=-J+ifcez 
Then Pj{f) converges to f in the \\ • \\^ norm. Moreover, \\Pj{f) - f\\^ < c2--'°' for 
some constant c depending only on f. 
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Proof. We first note that if / € L2(R), then the wavelet expansion (2.24) converges 
to / in the Lj-norm [19]. Moreover, / € C^iR), implies that the wavelet co-efficient 
satisfy the inequality 
\{f,i'jk)\ < c'2^('^ + /^2), V i < 0 , 
for some constant c'; see [70]. Now define the sequence of functions {gj{-),j < 0} by 
fceZ 
Hence, if x e supp(/), where supp/ denotes the support of / , then 
T.\{f,'^Jk)\\i^A^)\ < c'2i(-+^/2)El^,-.(x)l 
< c'2J(«+V2) J2 2-^/2(1 + \2-^x - k\)-'~' 
< ci2- '^*. 
Consequently, the sequence of functions {QJ, j < 0} is uniformly convergent. Moreover, 
since for fc G Z and j < 0, ipjk is continuous, then gj{x) is continuous for all integer 
j < 0. Similarly, one shows that 
fc€Z 
is also a continuous function. Since there exists a constant C2 > 0 such that 
supsup|pj(x)| < 022^ '*, 
it follows that Ylj<o9j{^) is uniformly convergent, and the consequently, the equality 
fceZ j<o fcez 
holds pointwise. Finally, to prove that Pj{f) converges to / in the norm || • ||oc norm, 
we remark that for x € supp / , we have 
\f{x) - Pj{f){x)\ = j<-Jkez 
< Ci E 2-^" = c'2--^" 
Hence, \\Pj{f) - f\\^ < c'2 •''^, and consequently, Pj{f) converges uniformly to / . 
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Remark 2.7 Note that condition (2.23) is satisfied whenever cj) andi^ are continuous 
and compactly supported. 
We shall mention that the operator Pj is stable under perturbation as shown by 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.8 Let f and Pj be as defined by Theorem 2.6. Let f be a function be-
longing to (C* n L2)(R) and satisfying \\f - /||e for some e > 0. Then we have 
\\f-Pj{f)\\oo < c2-^" + 6, 
for some constant c depending only on / and f. 
Proof. Since the operator Pj is linear, one can concludes that 
| | / - W ) | | o o < \\f-Pj{f)\\oo + \\PAf)-PAf)\\oo 
< Cf2-'- + \\Pj{f-f)\\^ 
< cj2-"^ + IK/ - /) - Pj{f - /)|U +11/ - /lU 
< C/2-"^* + c^_/2""^" + e = c2--^°' + e. 
using the multiresolution analysis [70], we can write equality (2.24) in the following 
form: 
PJU){^) = Y.'^fA-jM-Jk{x). (2.25) 
Since the different wavelet coefficients si = {/,((>-jk) can not be computed exactly, 
an extra error is involved in the approximation of / by its projection Pj. If / e 
CQ, a > 0 is a compactly supported function with a positive Holder exponent and 
if s j "^ denotes the numerical approximations to the wavelet coefficients s(, then the 
following proposition gives an error bound for the approximation involving the use of 
the s»"™. 
Proposit ion 2.9 Let f be a function belonging to Q ( R ) , a > 0, and let 
e = snp\s^^-si\. 
k 
Let P;"'"(/) = Y^k^T^'P-Jk{-) be a numerical approximation to Pj{f). Then 
l l /--P;""(/) | |oc < c{2-'°' + 2'/h), 
for some constant c. 
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Proof. We first note that since / has a compact support, therefore, the set {sl)k is 
finite. Consequently e = sup^ IsjJ""" - sjtl = maxfc IsJ""" - si\. The proof of the error 
bound as follows: 
wf-p^'^imoo < \\f-Pj{f)\\oo+\\Pjf-p^'^{f)\\o. 
By using the result of Theorem 2.6, one concludes that there exists a constant cj 
depending on / such that 
l l Z - P r ^ m i l o o < Cf2-'^ + e2'/^Tsnp\^{2-'x~k)\. 
k ' 
Using hypothesis (2.23), one concludes that J2k ^^Px l^(2^x-fc)l is uniformly bounded. 
Consequently, there exists a positive constant c such that 
l l / - P r " { / ) I U < c(2-"^ + 2^/M. 
A possible application of the above results is a wavelet-based scheme for the nu-
merical solution of some Fredholm equations. 
2.4 Wavelets and Solution of Fredholm Equations 
of the Second Kind 
A Fredholm equation of the second kind is an integral equation of the type 
f{t) = X I K{t,s)f{s)ds + g{t), a<t<b. (2.26) 
Here f{t) is the unknown function, g{t) is known function, and K{t,s) is the kernel of 
the equation. For simplicity, we assume that [a, 6] is compact and A = 1. Note that 
most numerical schemes for solving equation (2.26) use m points quadrature rule to 
approximate the integral J^ K{t, s)f{s)ds. Thus, equation (2.26) is replaced by the 
following semidiscrete analogue: 
N 
/ > ) = J2rjK{t,Sj)f{sj)+g{t), te[a,bl (2.27) 
3=1 
where r,- are the weights of m points quadrature rule. Evaluating eciuality (2.27) at 
the quadrature points, one obtains the following set of m linear equations in the m 
unknown f{tj): 
N 
fi^j) = Yl ^J^(^' «i)/(«i) + 9{tj), i = 1, • • • , 7n. (2.28) 
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By solving the above system of equations, one obtains an approximation to the sohition 
at the quadrature points tj. 
In this section, we give a wavelet-based method for solving equation (2.26). This 
scheme has the advantage of handling (2.26) with solutions lying in C"'{[a,b]) with 
1/2 < a. This scheme is contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.10 Consider the Predholm equation of the second kind 
f{t) = I K{t, s)f{s) ds + g{t), -oo<a<t<b< +oo. 
Ja 
(2.29) 
Assume that K{t,s) is continuous on the square [a, b]^  and the solution f of the above 
equation lies in C°'([a,6]) for some a > 1/2. Let 4> G C , r > a, be a compactly 
supported scaling function with support [—A i^,A 2^], •^i,-^2 € Z. Let J be a positive 
integer and define the finite set of integers Sj by 
Sj = {[-Ni + I'a + 1], [-iVa + 2-^ a + 1] + 1, • • • , [-iVi + 2^5]}, 
where [x] denotes the integer part of x. Define the finite set of real numbers {(3jk, k 6 
SJ} to be the solution of the linear system of equations 
Y, I^Jk<l>-Jk{tj) = / K{tj,s)Y,Pjk4>-Jk{s)ds + g{tj), jeSj 
keSj «'° keSj 
Here the points tj are chosen in such a way that the matrix 
rb 
(2.30) 
Aj = 4>-Jk(tj)- j K{tj,s)(p-jk{s)ds 
is invertible. Under the above assumptions and notation, we have 
sup 
t€[a,b] 
m - Yl Pj>'<t>-Jk{t) 
keSj 
< c2-^°'(l + 2-^/2p--i||_^) 
Proof. Let Pj{f){t) = Ek€sAf^'f'-Jk)(l>-Jk{t) be the projection of / defined by The-
orem 2.6 and let P r ' " ( / ) ( 0 = E*es , Pjk4>-Jk{t) be defined by the above theorem. By 
introducing Pj{f) in equation (2.29), the latter can be written in the following form: 
Pj{m)+[f{t)-Pj{f){t)] = f K{t,s)[{fis)-Pj{f){s))+Pj{f){s)]ds+g{t), te[a,b] 
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Consequently, Pj{f) satisfies the following equation: 
PAim = f K{t,s)Pj{f){s)ds+git)+Pj{f){t)-f{t)+ f K{t,s){f{s)-Pj{f){s))ds 
^^ ^" (2.31) 
If we define the function g by 
g{t) = g{t) + Pj{f){t)-f{t)+ f K{Usms)-Pj{f){s)\ds, 
then (2.31) becomes 
Pj{f){t) = / K{t,s)Pj{f){s)ds + g{t)- (2-32) 
Ja 
Moreover, we have 
PT'^iDitj) = f K{t,s)Pr'^{f){s)ds + g{tj), jeSj. (2.33) 
Ja 
By combining equations (2.32) and (2.33), one obtains the following vector equalities: 
iP^DkeSj = A-/{\g{tj)]j,s^. 
Consequently, 
snp\pj,-0^r\ < \\Aj'\\ooSnp\g{tj)-g{tj)\. 
fees J jeSj 
By using the hypothesis and the result of Theorem 2.6, one concludes that 
Slip \9{tj) - 9{tj)\ < sup \g{t) - g{t)\ 
J^Sj te[a,b] 
< snp\m-Pjif)it)\+ sup n\K{t,s)\\f{s)-Pj{f){s)\ds 
Hence, 
te(o,6l tela,b\' 
< Cf2-^°' + CK{b-a)2--^'' = c'2-'"'. 
sup\Pj,-p^r\ < WPJ, - p'^rWoo < c'\\Aj'\U2-'-. (2.34) 
keSj 
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Moreover, for all t 6 [a, 6], we have 
\pj{fm - pr^'ifmi 
keSj 
< \Wjk-Moo E \<P-Jk{t)\ 
keSj 
keSj 
Hence, 
iiz-pr^miu < \\f-Pj{f)\\oo + \\Pj{f)-p:r{f)U 
A serious drawback of the scheme of Theorem 2.10 is the error bound that contains 
the quantity ||i4}^||oo. Until now, we did not have any idea how large this infinity 
norm could be and, consequently, how large the condition number of Aj is. We should 
mention that the magnitude of the condition number of Aj plays a major role in finding 
an accurate approximation, to the solution of the linear system (2.30) in the known 
pjk'. the wavelet coefficients of the solution of (2.30). By using an extra condition, the 
following proposition provides us with a bound of ||Aj||^^ as well as a bound for the 
condition number of Aj. 
Proposit ion 2.11 Assume that there exists J' < J such that 
max 
Then 
keSj 
xJ2 2(^-^')/V(2'i,-- it) - / K{tj,s)2^'-''ym2's-k)ds-6_ 
2-J'/2 
= C,,<1. 
\\A-/\\oo < l-Cu' 
Moreover, a bound for the condition number of Aj is given by 
2{J-J')I2 
fcoo = P y l U I M j ' l l o o < C- \-Cjr 
for some constant c. 
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Proof. We first give a bound for H^ij^lU- To this end, we remark that 
max 
^J \\<X)1 
where Isj denotes the identity matrix of order \Sj\. It is known that if \\B\\ < 1, where 
S is a square matrix, then | |(/ + B)-^\\ < (Trpjj)- Hence, if we let 
Bj. = 2 - ^ ' / M , - / s „ 
then 
WBj'l Cv < 1. 
Moreover, 
1 1 
< 
l-\\Br\U l-Cr 
Consequently, 
0-J72 
Now, to bound the condition number of Aj, we need to bound ||^j||oo- This is done 
as follows. 
Since 
\\Aj\\oo = max X) (P-Jk{tj)-J^K{tj,s)(l)_jk{s)ds 
< max E 2'^/2l0(2'^t,-fc)| +2-^/2/;|K(i,,5)1 E 10(2^5 - A;)| , 
^^^J \k&Sj \kesj I J 
and since supp0 = — [iY2,A i^], it follows that 
El<^-/*(*i)l = E2- '^ ' l ^ (2 '* i -^^) l<2 ' / ' ( iVi + Ar2 + l) sup 10(01 = 2 ^ / 2 M I . 
k€Sj keSj ' 
Consequently, 
\\Aj\U = 2'^^M^{l + M2) = dl'l\ 
where Mg = maXjgs^/„ \K{tj,s)\ds. Finally, by using the previous bound of ||^7^||o 
one concludes that 
1 — C/.;/ 
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Chapter 3 
Wavelet Approximation 
3.1 Introduction 
It is always fascinating to expand functions in different wavelet bases. Due to orthog-
onality and some of the inherent properties of wavelets it is now widely accepted for 
numerics. In this diapter, the expansion of periodic functions with respect to wavelet 
bases are given. We have also given some of the theorems appeared in [83] for wavelet 
approximations in C and Lp norms. In the subsequent section, the "Discrete Wavelet 
Fourier Transform (DWFT)" for periodic wavelets generated by a compactly supported 
scaling function are investigated. It has an advantage for numerical problems compared 
with the corresponding wavelet Fourier coefficients. 
Let 0 be a fvmction in Z/2(K) such that 0 is bounded, lim0 = 0(0) ^ 0, for almost 
all X e R 
Y,\kx + l)? = 1, (3.1) 
and 
0(x) = mo(x/2)0(x/2), (3.2) 
where mo € LalT). It is known (in [29]) that such a 0 is a scaling function of a mul-
tiresolution analysis in L2(R) and there exists a function ip 6 L^^R) (wavelet function) 
such that its normalized integer shifts and scales 2-'/^V(2^. + n), j , n e Z, constitute 
an orthonormal basis in XaCR). The function i} is defined by 
^(x) = mo((x + l)/2)0(x/2)e'^*^ (3.3) 
If both the fimctions 0, i/* have a sufficient decay, say 
max(|0(x)|,|V(a?)|) < ^ ^ , .,^^, e > 0 , (3.4) 
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then the functions 
$^n(x) = 2 /^2 ^  (^ (2^x + 2^ 7 + n) 
(3.5) 
$j„(x) = 2 /^2 X: V'(2^x + 2^ 7 + 7i) 
are in LalT) and the systems {$jn}^=V' {*in}n="o^  are orthonormal for Ccich j ^ 
0,1,2, • • •. Moreover, the spaces 
Vj = span{$j„, n = 0, • • • , 2^'^} 
(3.G) 
Wj = span{^,„, n = 0,.-- ,2^"^} 
satisfy the properties 
^0 = {const}, VjCVj+i, V3+i = Vj©Wj, | J V j = L2(T) 
j==0 
for all j = 0,1, • • •. This implies that L2{T) = Vo®Wo®Wi® • • •. We shall call the 
collection {V}}^o ^ periodic multiresolution analysis (briefly PMRA) generated by <p. 
The functions $oo, "^jn, j = Oi 1, • • * > ^ = li 2, • • • , 2-' - 1 (periodic wavelets) constitute 
an orthonormal basis in L2(T). Since under the assumption (3.4) these functions are 
also bounded, we can consider the wavelet Fourier series 
oo 2^-1 
EE 
j=0 n=0 
(/, $oo)$oo +   (/ ' *^")*i» (3'^) 
for each / € L(T). To transform the double sum in (3.7) to a single one, we redenote 
wavelets: WQ = $oo, W2i+L = ^jx, 0 < L < 2-' - 1. Now (3.7) can be written as 
oo 
E</'^*K- (3-8) 
fc=0 
Let Sjv(/) denote the jVth partial sum of (3.8). Since S27-i(/) is an orthogonal projec-
tion of / onto Vj, and {^jn}^:^ is an orthogonal basis in Vj, 
2> 
S2i-l{f) = ^{f,^jn)^in, (3.9) 
n=0 
and also each s^if), N = 2^ + L, 0 < L < 2^ - I can be represented in the form 
2>-l i 
« iv( / ) = E < / ' ^ i " ) * i n + E ( / . ^ i n ) * i n (3.10) 
n=0 n=0 
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Setf = Wo = l in (3.8). Since {f,Wk) = 5ofc, we have SNU) = 1 for all A^ , j = 0,1, • • • • 
Hence 
f'y2'^k{x)^Mt)dt = l, rX^$,fc(x)$^di = l. (3.11) 
•^ 0 t ^ Jo fc=o 
For a function / G Lp(T) ( / E C(T) for p = oo), we introduce the following 
characteristics: the rth modules of smoothness u)r{f,h)p = sup|(|<ft II^17IIP and ^^^^ 
error of best wavelet approximation of order N, EN{f)p = inf | | / - T\\p, where infimum 
is taken over all "wavelet polynomials" T = l]fc=,o"fc^ '^ fc-
Throughout the chapter, C denotes the constant depending at most on a fixed 
PMRA and C{a, ••• ,b) denotes a constant depending at most on a, • •• ,b and FMllA. 
3.2 Direct and Inverse Approximation Theorems 
Theorem 3.1 Let 4> satisfy (3.4), 7p e C^"''^{R) with tp^^^ bounded for I < m, \ip{x)\ < 
CI {I + |a;|"), n > m + 1, p e [1, oo]. Then 
EN{f)r><\\f-SN{f)\\p<C{j>,n,m)Ur{^f,^^ , N^l,2,---, (3.12) 
for all f € Lp{T) ( / e Cp(T) for p — ooj and for all positive integers r, r < m + l, 
r < n— 1. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 3.1, we shall present three simple auxiliary 
statements. 
Lemma 3.2 Let g,h be functions defined onR, max(|p(x)|, \h{x)\) < C{l + \x\^^^), e > 
0, andlet€>Q, a n d / e < / € L(T), j = 0 ,1 , - • • , L = 0, .- . , 2 ^ - 1 . Then 
fi ^ 
/ •^ (*) J2Jl9{2'x + 2n' + k)J2 H^'t + 2^ '^  + k) dt 
J^ jb=o I'ez i€Z 
/
oo 
fit) Y^ g{2^x + v)h{2H + v)dt, (3.13) 
where Z{j,L) = {veZ: v = 2H + k, I eZ, k = 0,-• • ,L}. 
Lemma 3.3 Let n be a bounded, decreasing, and integrable function on [0,oo). Then 
for all x,y eR 
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fc€Z \ / 
where C is a constant depending only on /x. 
The proof of this lemma is simple, a little bit more general statements are in 
[53, 82]. 
Corollary 3.4 Ifg,h satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2, then 
2' f 
Jo 
^ ^p(2^x + 2H' + k)Y^ h{2H + 2H + k) dt < C, (3.14) 
fc=o I'eZ leZ 
where C is a constant depending only on the function g, h and e. 
To prove (3.14), we should apply Lemma 3.2 for / = 1 and Lemma 3.3 for fj,{x) — 
\i{\-v\xr% 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First we assume that / is a trigonometric polynomial and 
prove the following inequality: 
\\f-SN{f)\\, < C{p,r,n)^^^^ (3.15) 
Let 2^ <N < 2 '^+^ since limfc_»oo | | / - S2't-i(/)||p = 0 (this fact is well known, it also 
can be easily deduced from (3.9) and (3.14), 
oo 
f-sM) = ( S 2 » - I ( / ) - S N ( / ) ) + X ^ ( S 2 ' + I - I ( / ) - S 2 . - I ( / ) ) . (3.16) 
Hence, to prove (3.15), it suffices to check that 
I|s2.+i(/) - 52;-i(/)||p < C{p,r,n)2-^'\\f^^X (3-17) 
for all j = 0,1, • • • , L = 0, • •. , 2J - 1. Using Lemma 3.2, the Taylor formula 
"' f^'Kx) 
fc=0 
and the equalities 
/
oo 
x'iP{x)dx = 0, / = 0,--- ,; 
•oo 
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nt) = g Z ^ ( , - ; „ * + _ I _ ^ V < ' > ( r ) ( « - r r ' d x , 
,m (3.18) 
we have 
S'2;+L{f,x)-S2i-i{f,x) 
= 2M fit) J2 53 ^ (2'a^  + 2J'r + k) 53 t/'(2i + 2H + k) dt 
''^ fc=o I'ez lez 
= 2^ ' / fit) 53 ^(2^^ + v) ^ip{2HTv) dt 
^-°° veZU.L) 
53 i2'x + v)i;i2^t + v)dt 
[3,1) 
. r~ g £!!|^(t - x)* Y, i/.(2^ x + t')i/'(2n + v) dt 
«eZ(j,L) 
coo r - l 
-°°fc=0 v6Z 
+ 7 - ^ r I /^ '•^ ('^ )(* - '^y''^'' 53 ^(2^^ + i;) V'(2^ '. -I (0 Z^-
= 2^ ' j ^ ^-^^-^ 53 ^ (2'a^  + t^ ) r it - x)V(2n + v) dt 
«6Z 
roo rf nj />00  
+ r 4 w / / / ^ ' • H r ) ( t - T r W 5 3 ^(2^x + i;)^(2it + z;) 
V^  })-J-coJx veZU,L) 
= r ~ n i r r^^ ' '^^ ' ' )^*- '^^ '" ' '^ ' ' 5 3 V'(2^x + v) i^i2H + v) 
dt. 
dt. 
V6Z0M,) 
It is possible to change the order of summation and integration, by Lebesgue's theorem. 
Set /i(u) = 1/(1 + |u|"). By Lemma 3.3, 
53 V'(w+ )^ ^(i^+v) dt 
veZ(j,L) 
for all w, i; € R. Hence 
< Cin)niu — v) 
\S7f+Lif,x)-S2i.iif,x)\ 
< C(n)2J r I / /('•Hr)(f - r)'--^ dr 
-oo K a 
f>00 I f X + f 
/
oo yx+t 
•oo \Jx 
Applying Jensen's inequality for p < oo, we obtain from (3.19) 
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Hi2^it-x))dt 
fii2H) dt. (3.19) 
l|S2i+X,(/)-S2>(/)||p 
P \ 1/P 
dx dt^{2H)lj \j \f^'-Kr)\\x + t-rr'dT 
dtf.{2H) i^J^ \t\^^-'^ |y^ |/^'-nr)na; +1 - rr' dr 
If \t\ > 1, then taking into account the periodicity of f^''\ we have 
|v/z M l 
dx 
i /p 
(3.20) 
This impUes that 
-\ I /«a+t 
< C{r)mf^^X- (3.21) 
Jo \Jx 
If 0 < t < 1, then 
j dx \f^'-\T)Y'\x+t-rr'dT < I \J^'\T)\^dr j {t+x-TY-'dx<-\\f'-X^\ 
Thus (3.21) holds also in this case. Similarly, if — 1 < < < 0, then 
\Jx \ Jt JT ' 
Again this implies (3.21). 
Substituting (3.21) into (3.20) yields 
/
•oo 
\t\'-}i{2H)dt 
-oo 
for p < oo. For p = oo, the inequality 
/
oo 
\t[-fxi2H)dt 
•oo 
evidently follows from (3.19). These relations imply (3.15) immediately, whenever we 
change variable in the integrals and take into account that the functions fi, |/^|'Xi) are 
summable on R. Hence, (3.15) holds for all trigonometric polynomials. Thus (3.15) 
implies (3.12) for each trigonometric polynomial / , due to the following theorem of 
[105]. 
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Theorem 3.5 Let ^  be a non-negative semi-additive functional on Lp(T) (C'(T)), 
Yr,n = sup{<^{g)/\\g^''^\p), where the supremum is taken over all trigonometric poly-
nomials g of order n, Yr = snp^Yr,k- Then for all positive integers N,r and all 
trigonometric polynomials f 
$ ( / ) < Aril+Yo + N'YrNHif,^'] , 
where Ar is a constant depending only on r. 
Remark 3.6 In the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 the smoothness ofip can be replaced by 
(3.18). 
Theorem 3.7 Let 4> € (7('")(R) satisfy (3.4) and \ (^^"'^x)] < C/(l + \x\^^'), e > 0, 
pe [l,oo]. Then 
\\f^"^% < C(p,m)2-^||/|lp, (3.22) 
forallf eVj,j = 0,1,-•-. 
This theorem is a wavelet analog of Bernstein's inequality for trigonometi ic poly-
nomials 
Proof. Let / e Vj. Since / = S2>-i(/), by (3.9), we have 
f{x) = 2^ / f{t) ^ ^ <I>{2H + 2H' + k)Yl 4>{2ix + 2il + k)dt. (3.23) 
•'O fe=o /'eZ /eZ 
Hence 
/M(x) = 2^ (-+^ ) rf{t)Kj{x,t)dt, (3.24) 
Jo 
where 
Ki{x,t) = Y, X -^li-^ 'HS '^^  + 2^ '^ ' + k) J24>{'^'t + 2^ ^ + k). 
fc=o J'eZ /eZ 
For p = oo, (3.22) follows from this immediately, due to Corollary 3.4 with 5 = 0, 
h = <^ ("*). Consider p < 00. By Jensen's inequality, (3.24) impHes 
,|j^ (m)|,p < T^-^') j\x(^j\K,{x,t)\d^' ' j\f{t)m,{x^)\dt. 
Finally applying Corollary 3.4 we obtain (3.22). 
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Theorem 3.8 Let (f) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.7, p e [l,oo\. 
uJm{f,h)p < C{p,m)h"' E {l + ir-'Ei{f)j, 
o<j</»-» 
< c(p,m)/i'" E (^  + ir-'ii/-«/(/)iip 
0</</ i -> 
for allh>Q and f 6 Lp(T) {/ 6 C(T) forp = oo). Moreover, i/ 
Er-^||/-5/(/)||p<cx), / = i 
then the function f has a derivative of order m almost everywhere (at each point in 
the case p = oo), /("») € Lp(T) (/"» € C{J) for p = oo), and 
CO ii/(m) _ ,(m)(/)||^  < c{p,m) 5];(/+ir-^ii/-3K/)iip. 
i=[n/2l 
To prove the theorem we should repeat the proof of the similar statement for 
trigonometric polynomials [59] using Theorem 3.7 instead of the classical Bernstein's 
inequality. 
The hypothesis of both Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.8 hold for the wavelets gen-
erated by a smooth compactly supported scaling function. Such wavelets were con-
structed by Daubechies [29]. For these wavelets Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.8 gives 
the following statements. 
Corollary 3.9 Let<l>,ip G C^'"^(R) be compactly supported with ip'-^^ bounded for I < m, 
and let r < m — I be a non-negative integer, a 6 [0,1), a^ + r"^ > 0, 1 < p < 
oo, f e Lp(T), ( / e C{T) forp = oo). Then the relations En{f)p = 0( l / iV+") , 
11/ - SN{I)\\P = 0(l/iV''+'^), Ur+i{f,h)p = 0(/i'-+'*) are equivalent. 
Corollary 3.10 Let numbers r, a and functions 0,i/) satisfy the conditions of Corollary 
3.9 and let f € C(T). The relation 
u;r+i(/,/i)oo = 0(/i'-+°') (3.25) 
holds if and only if 
{f,wr,) = 0(2-^('-+-+i/2)) (3.26) 
for all A^  = 2^  + n, n = 0,• • • , 2 ^ - 1 . 
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Proof. Due to Theorem 3.1 and the relation ||u;„||i = 0{2~^l'^), N ^ 2^ + n, n = 
0,- • • ,2 '^ - 1, we have (3.25)=^(3.26). It follows from Corollary 3.9 and (3.16) that 
(3.25) is equivalent to ||52i+i - S2>-illoo = 0{2-^^^+% I = 0,-• • ,2^ - \. If (3.26) 
holds, then \\s.,j^i - 52,_i|U = 0(2-^('-^"-'-i/2)|| ^ j ^ ^ ^ |.^^|,|^) r^ ,^ , ^,„^^ (3.26)^(3.25) 
it remains to note that Yi\=o l^^l ~ 0{2^^'^) because of the compactness of the support 
of "0. 
Corollary 3.11 Let a number r and functions <j),ip satisfy the conditions of Corollary 
3.9, I < p < oo, 0 < a < r, 0 < q < oo. A function f e Lp(T), ( / 6 C(T) forp ^ oc) 
belongs to the Besov space B^{Lj,) if and only if(ZZ=i ^(«'')ll/-Sn-i(/)||p)'')^^'' < oo-
This statement follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.7. 
3.3 Local Convergence 
In this section we study wavelet approximation of functions possessing local regu-
larity. 
Let Xo 6 R, a > 0. We say that a function / € L(T) belongs to i?a(a;o) if there 
exists a number s such that 
r I \f{^) -s\dx = 0{h°'), as h-^0. (3.27) 
"• J\x-xo\<h 
Theorem 3.12 Let f € XaM, a > 0. / / |0(x)| < C/(l + jxl"*), m > 1, then 
\s2i-i{f,xo)-s\ = 0(2-^'^"K—1}), J - . 0 0 , (3.28) 
for a ^m — \; 
\s2i-i{f,Xo)-s\ = 0^2-^"), j-^oo, (3.29) 
fora = m-l. If, moreover, \ip{x)\ < C/(l + |x|"), n>\, then 
\sN{f,xo)-s\ = o(Ar-'"'°{'''"-i>), iV-^oo, (3.30) 
for a^n- I; 
|5jv(/,a:o)-s| = OiN-^'logN), N-* oo, (3.31) 
for a = n— 1. 
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Proof. It follows from (3.9), (3.11) that 
rl 2 i - l 
S2i-l{f,Xo)-S = / {f{t)~s)J2^in{t)^jn{xo)dt. 
JQ n=0 
Hence, by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 
/
oo 
\f{t)-s\iJi{2^{t-xo))dU (3.32) 
•oo 
where n{u) = C/(l + |w|"*). Let jo be a positive integer such that 
T [ \f{x) -s\dx < CH", 0<h< 2- '^°. (3.33) 
^ J\x-xo\<h 
Due to monotonicity of fj,, for all j > jo 
\s2^-i{f,xo)-s\ < 2^^' L(0) / \f{t) - s\dt + f2 /^(2 '^^ ') 
\ J\t-xo\<2-J fc^_j 
X / \f{t)-s\dt] 
72*=<|t-io|<2*+» / 
< 2^ +v(o) / \m-s\ dt+ 2 2^^'f^{2^^') I \m-s\ dt 
J\t-xo\<'i-i fc—,--i-i V|t-io|<2'= 
oo 
r 
+ Y. 2^'^V(2''^') / l/(i) - s| rft = So + El + E2. (3.34) 
fc=-JO+l ^|f-xo|<2'= 
Using Theorem 4.7 we have 
Eo = 0(2"^*) = o(2-^™"{"''"-^>), 
-io / -jo \ (3.35) 
El = 0(1)2^ Y^ 2''(*-*'^ )2"^ +*)"* = O 2^ '(^ ~'") J ; 2* '^'+ -^"') ) 
*=-;• \ fc=-i+i j 
This gives 
El = o(2-^"'"<«-'"-^>), if a / m - 1 , (3.36) 
El = 0{j2-n, if a = m - l . (3.37) 
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To estimate S2, we note that the function I{h) = J J^^_^^^ \f{t) - s\dt is bounded on 
(0,00). This impUes that 
00 °° 
E2 = 0(1) E 2^'+V(2^'^') = 0(1) E 2(^ +'=)(^ -'") 
fc=-Jo+l fc=-jo+l 
(3.38) 
= 0(1)2^^^-'") E 2'=(^-"') = 0(2-^'("»-^)) = o(2-^'"'"^'*'"'-^>). 
fc=-io+i 
Combining (3.35), (3.36), (3.37), (3.38) with (3.34), we obtain (3.28), (3.29). In partic-
ular, (3.28) or (3.29) impUes the sequence {s2i-i{f,Xo)}fi^ converges to s. From this 
it follows that (3.16) holds at the point XQ. Hence to prove (3.30), (3.31) it suffices to 
establish the relations 
5 2 . - L ( / , X O ) - S 2 . - I ( / , ^ O ) = 0(2-^-"{'^''"-^>), if a ^ m - 1 , (3.39) 
s^-L{Lxo)-S2^-i{f,Xo) = 0{32-^% if a = m - l , (3.40) 
for a l l j = 0,l ,--- ,L = 0,--- , 2 ^ - 1 . 
Since due (3.11), the left-hand sides of these equalities can be represented as 
Jo fe=0 
(3.39), (3.40) can be proved similarly to (3.28), (3.29). 
3.4 Discrete Wavelet Fourier Transform 
In this section we consider wavelets generated by a compactly supported scaling 
function. Such wavelets are very important for various applications, in particular for 
the reconstruction of functions. There exists a fast scheme for the computation of 
the wavelet Fourier coefficients of a reconstructed function (subband filtering scheme). 
The algorithm is based on the following arguments. Due to (3.2), (3.3), the coefficients 
of the jth level (corresponding to the basis elements of the spaces Vj, Wj) can be 
expressed by the coefficients of the (J — l)th level. This allows recursive formulas to be 
obtained. The smaller the support of a scaling function, the faster is the process of the 
computation by these formulas. However, recursive processes accumulate errors from 
level to level. Thus, for large j computations can give wrong results. It is proposed an 
alternative algorithm for the reconstruction of functions based on wavelet expansions. 
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The idea is to replace wavelet Fourier coefficients by their discrete analogs, which can 
be computed without any recursion. In other words, it is introduced a wavelet analog 
of DFT (the discrete Fourier transform for the trigonometric system). It is well known 
that for a smooth fimction its DFT is close to the corresponding Fourier coefficient, 
but the former is more preferable for numerical problems. 
Further we fix a PMRA {Vj}^o generated by a scaling function <f> such that 
s u p p l e [-/?,i?]. Set 
2 J - 1 
Kjix.y) = E^i'(^)^i'(2/) 
/=o 
where $jj are functions defined by (3.5). 
Theorem 3.13 For each j = 0,1 , - - - there exist yks € [0,1], k - O,--- ,2^ - 1, 
s = 1, • • • , M, where M depends only on R, and constants a i , • • • , a^ such that for 
all f e Vj and all a; 6 [0,1] 
fix) = 2-^-^X^aJ(7/fc.)/<,(a:,7/,,). {3A\) 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following auxiliary statements. 
Lemma 3.14 For all / i , • • • , /jv € L[Q, 1], there exist j/i, • • • , J/M ^ [0,1] and Oi, • • • , QA^ € 
R, M <N such that 
M 1 
t = l -^0 
(3.42) 
Proof. If there exist i/i, • •' ,2/n € [0,1] such that det{/j(yi)}5=i ^ 0, then a i , • • • , a^ v 
can be found as a solution of the linear system (3.42). Otherwise, the dimension of the 
space of the vectors r{y) = {fi{y), • • • , ///(y)), y e [0,1] is equal to M < N. Thus, there 
exist yi,• • • ,yM e [0,1] and h,-• • ,km E {I,-• • ,N} such that det{/fc.(yi)}fj=i ^ 0, 
fkXVi) = E j= i Ai/*jiVi), i = 1,• • • , M, Z = M + 1,• • • ,./v. Let a i , • • • ,ttM be a 
solution of the system 
»=i -^0 
M. 
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Since the vectors r{yi), i = 1, • • • , M, constitute a basis, for each y € [0,1] there exist 
numbers Xj{y) such that fj{y) = J2i=i '^i(y)/j(yt), i - 1, • • • , •'V- Hence, for all / > M 
we have 
1 1 M »1 M M 
/ fk,iy)dy = / ^A,(t/)A,(yi)rfy = / X^ A,(y) J]A,A,(y,) dy 
A/ /.I A/ M M M 
Lemma 3.15 Z/e< j 6e a positive integer, x,t e [0,1], yk = 2"^(i+/c), fc = 0, • • • , 2^  - 1 . 
Then 
2 J - 1 
2-^Xl^^(^'^^)l ^ •^ 
fc=0 
Proof. Since 0 is compactly supported, for all j large enough 
2-^J2\Kj{x,yk)\ < X^X^X^|0(2^-:r + 2^7i+n)|^|0(2^'y. + 2 /^-K7/,)| 
fc=0 fc=0 n=0 / i6Z igZ 
2 > _ i 2 i - l 
^ E Z E i'^(2'-'^'+2'^i+•'^)iE i<^ (^  + '^+'• '^^ 1 +"' + '^'')i 
fc=o n=o dez lez 
2-'-l 
- Z ) 1 ] SZ 1*^ (2'^  + •'^ )'^ (^  + A; + n + 2^ 7) | 
/€Z fc=0 neZ 
2J -1 
< ^ ^ | 0 ( 2 ^ r r + n)0(i + A; + n)|. 
fc=0 neZ 
It remains to note that, by Lemma 3.3, 
J2J2\'^{2^'^ + n)4>{t + k + n)\ < C'£f^r''~^~^) < C j ] / ^ ) , 
fc=0 neZ fceZ ^ ' fcgz 
where /z is an even compactly supported majprant of 0 decreasing on [0, oo]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.13. Consider the function K^,{t) = 0(i + iy)(p{t + fi), u,^i e Z 
defined on [0,1]. Since h^^ ^ 0 only ii -I - R < i^, fi < R, hy Lemma 3.14, there exist 
<a € [0,1], a^ € R, s = 1, • • • , M such that 
M 1 
Y^^^^'^M = / f^ (3.43) 
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for all /1,1/ € Z. Let 5 denote the right hand-side of (3.41) with yks = 2 ^{k + ta). 
Since both / and S are elements of the space Vj, it suffices to prove that 
/ / $ - = / 5 i ~ (3.44) 
Jo Jo 
for all j = 0,1, • • •, n = 0, • • • , 2^ ' - 1. If a„ = /„ / i " , then / = Zt=o ^r^^jn and 
. 1 2 J - 1 2 ' - l M 2^-1 ^1 
•'O Tr;=0 fc=0 » = l r=0 " °^ 
2 i - i 2 ' - l M 2-'- l 
= 2 ~ - ' ' ^ a „ , ^ J^a,$j,„(yfc3)$j„(yfca) = ] ^ OmA 
Next, by (3.43) 
Anm = 5 Z a s X ) 5 1 ^^^^ + 2^ i^ +k + m) J^Hts + 2^ ^ + k + n) 
2 J - 1 2 ' - l M 2^-1 
m = 0 fc=0 « = l m=0 
W 2^-1 
8=1 fc=0 Ji€Z /eZ 
M 
s=\ leZ feeZ 
= 5 Z X I / '^(^ + fc)0(t + fc + 2J7 + (n-Tn)) dt 
fc€Z /€Z ' ' ° 
/
oo 
0(f)0(i + 2^ 7 + (n - m)) dt. 
Since {<j>{t + i>')}v€Z is an orthonormal system on R, i4„^ does not vanish only for 
n-m, and Anm = 1. Hence J2mez^rn-Anm = CLn- This yields Theorem 3.13. 
Corollary 3.16 Iff,g e Vj, then 
2J-1 M 
(1,9) = 2-^'5^5^a,/(yfc,)s(yfc,). (3.45) 
ib=0 s = l 
Proof. EquaUty (3.45) follows immediately from (3.41) if we take into account that 
/ 9it)Kj{t,y)dt = g{y). 
Jo 
We now consider an arbitrary 1-periodic function / defined at each point. Set 
2^-1 M 
^i( / ,^) = 2-^-J]5;^a,/(yfe3)/<:i(x,2/.,). 
fc=0 a = l 
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Theorem 3.17 IffeC, then 
||/-a,(/)lloc < CEAfU (3-46) 
Proof. Let g be an element of best approximation in Vj to / . Since, due to (3.41), 
(Tj{g,x) = g, we easily obtain (3.46) from Lemma 3.14. 
This theorem, together with Theorem 3.1, shows that crj{f) is a good tool of 
approximation for smooth functions. (3.45) implies that (Tj{f) can be represented as 
the wavelet expansion 
n=0 
where 
2 J - 1 M 
Cnif) = 2-^'5];5]aJ(2/fc>n(yfc,), n = 0,--- ,2^-1. 
fc=0 3-1 
A coefficient c„(/) will be called a discrete wavelet Fourier transform (DWFT) of / . 
Theorem 3.18 / / / € C, j = 0,1,• • •, i = 0,• • • , j - 1, r = 0,• • • ,2' - 1. 7i = 2' + r, 
then 
\cnif) - {f,wn)\ < C2-"^E^{fU. (3.47) 
Proof. Let g be an element of best approximation in Vj to / . By (3.45), €„((/) = 
{giWn). Hence 
| C n ( / ) - ( / , « ' „ ) | < | C n ( / - p ) - ( / - S , « ; n ) | 
/ y - l M 1 
< £:2*(/)oo 2-^XEl"^IK(2/*.)|+ / Kl 
\ fc=0 «=1 -^ 0 
Since Wn{yka) = /o Wn{t)Kj{t,yka)dt, due to Lemma 3.15 
\Cn{f)-{f,Wn)\ < CE^U)oo / K|. (3 .48 ) 
Jo 
By the definition of ii;„, 
/ \wn{t)\dt < 2'/2 / y^\'4,{2h + 2'm + r)\dt = 2"'/^ H \^,{t)\dt. 
•^ ° Jo mez J-oo 
Combining this with (3.48), we obtain (3.47). 
We see that the wavelet Fourier coefficients of a smooth function can be replaced 
by DWFTs in problems of reconstruction of functions and compression of information. 
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Chapter 4 
Error Estimates For Wavelet 
Expansion 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter some enor estimates for the approximation of a function by wavelets are 
given. The expansion of functions is computed with respect to compactly supported 
wavelet basis and error estimate is given in the W^'"' norm. 
Together with the computational properties, wavelets also display many interesting 
theoretical properties. For instance, they provide an unconditional [54] basis for most 
of the common function spaces. An unconditional basis for a Banach space B is a basis 
Bk with the following property, 3 C > 1 such that |Qfc| < \pk\ implies || X^ fcCCfcefcHe < 
C\\ Ylkl^k^kWa- III practice the convergence of a series of the form ^/^ O-k^k does not 
depend on the sign of the coefficients ajb's. 
In this chapter we use wavelets as an alternative to polynomials and trigonometric 
functions, in the framework of approximation theory. With respect to these class of 
approximating functions wavelets provide some nice features. They are localized both 
in time and frequency. As a consequence one can expand to the desired accuracy a 
function which is essentially localized both in time and frequency using a "small" num-
ber of basis functions. Moreover as high frequencies are attained by highly contracted 
versions of the "mother function" V, they are particularly well suited when one needs 
higher time resolution at high frequency [28]. This is very important for instance in 
music synthesis, and in all those cases when one has to deal with phenomena with 
a very fast transient. Moreover by means of wavelets it is possible to construct fast 
algorithm to detect singularities [63, 69, 78, 80]. These are based on the properties of 
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the wavelet transform [28]. 
WTfiaM = y | a | - ^ / V ( x ) t / ' ( ^ ) rfx 
which is the "continuous version" of the wavelet basis. This transform has the prop-
erty of "focusing" on the singularities of a function / . Moreover it allows to distinguish 
between different types of singularities (jumps, jumps in the derivatives...). This al-
lows for instance to develop efficient adaptive schemes to approximate functions with 
singularities. In fact after the locaUzation of a suspect singularities, time frequency 
localization allows to refine the approximation by adding few basis functions localized 
near the suspected singularity of a given function, without perturbing the behaviour 
far from the singularity (avoiding for instance the spreading of Gibbs's phenomena). 
These features are particiilarly important for the numerical solution of PDE's, a field 
to which wavelets have been recently applied [41, 58, 61, 62, 78]. 
Another interesting features of wavelet bases is the possibihty to characterize function 
spaces, in the sense that, given the "wavelet coefficients" of a function, one can tell 
whether it belongs to a given function space by looking at a simple expression involving 
the coefficients or not [69]. In many cases this expression also gives an estimates on 
the norm of the function. We will see in subsequence section how projection error 
estimates can be proved by means of this property. 
In Section 2, we review some definition and properties of wavelets and multiresolution 
analysis. In Section 3 and 4 we prove the projection error estimates respectively in the 
Bg'^ and Lp norms. In Section 5, we review some properties of compactly supported 
wavelet and prove further error estimates. In Section 6, we consider the computation 
of an approximate projection for which we prove an error estimates in W^'^ norm. 
4.2 Multiresolution Analysis and Wavelets 
In the following |/|,,p,; (resp. ||/|U,p,/) will denote the ^'^{1) semiuorm (resp. 
norm), |/|^,p (resp. \\f\\s,p) will denote the VF^'P(R) seminorm (resp. norm) and ||/|U,p,, 
the B*'P(R) norm. Let us begin by recalUng some definitions [69]. 
Definition 4.1 A wavelet of class r, r e N is a function ip e L2{R) satisfying the 
following properties: 
(i) d'i^eL^{R),s = 0,--- ,r, 
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(ii) i/* is rapidly decreasing at infinity together with its derivatives of order lower or 
equal to r, 
(iii) Jgx'=^(x)dx = OforO<k<r, 
(iv) the collection of functions 2^^'^ip{2^x -k), j eZ, k eZ is an orthononnal basis 
forL2{R). 
Wavelets are usually connected to the following structure. 
Definition 4.2 Anr-regular multiresolution analysis (MRA) is a sequejice (V'„,), in e 
Z of closed subspaces of LJCR) satisfying the following properties: 
(i) v;„ c Kn+i V j e z 
(ii) \jVm = L2(Z) and r[Vm = {0} 
meZ meZ 
(iii) fix) eVm^^=i^ f{2x) € Vm+i Vm € Z 
(iv) f{x) ev^^^ fix - 2-'"fc) e K„ v/c G z 
(v) There exists a function 0(x), which will be called "scaling function" salisfying 
|O*0(x)l < C^(l + l.xl)-'", V s < r , V/r>.eN 
and such that, if we denote by (prnk ihe function defined by 
(i>mk = T^'mr^x-k) 
the set {</)mfc> A; e Z} is an orthononnal basis for Vjn. 
Remark 4.3 In the definition of MRA one could require only the existence of a func-
tion g with the some regularity and localization properties of(f) and such that {gmk, k E 
Z} is a Riesz's basis (not necessarily orthonormal) for V^. 
By means of MRA we can generate a system of wavelets. In fact, since V^ C V^+i, 
we can write 
+00 +0O 
L2iR) = Vo^W^= 0 Wm (4.1) 
m=0 m=-oo 
where Wm is the orthogonal complement of Vm in V^+i. Moreover VQ C Vi implies 
that the following equation holds for some value coefficients {hk} 
<i>ix) = 5Z^fc^<^(2x-fc). (4.2) 
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Remark 4.4 We will call the coefficieTits hj, dilation coefficients of an L^ junction, to 
distinguish them from the "wavelet coefficients" of an L2 function which will be defined 
in the following. 
One can prove that an orthonormal basis for the W,,, of the form {V'mfc(T), k e R} 
can be constructed by defining the function ip by means of 
^ = ^9k<Pi,k, where p„ = (-l)"/ i i-„. (4.3) 
k 
Due to (4.1) the set {ipmki Wj^ " ^ Z} will then be an orthonormal basis of L2(K)- It 
is also to prove that the function ip satisfies the other conditions of Definition 4.1 and 
it will be a wavelet. More precisely we have the following proposition, stating that an 
J'-regular MRA generates a wavelet of class r [69]. 
Proposition 4.5 Let Vm be an r-regtdar MRA and let ip be the relative wavelet func-
tion. Then we have 
L x''-4){x)dx = 0 V •^, 0 < f c < ? n (4.4) R
and il) is rapidly decreasing together with its derivatives of degree less than or equal to 
The approximation of a function f{x) € L2(R) at a resolution 2"* is defined as the 
orthogonal projection of f{x) onto V„i which will be denoted by Pm/, while Q^f will 
denote its projection on W.^ (the "detail" at resolution 2"*). 
We will call wavelet coefficients of a given function / € L2(M) the scalar products 
ccik = {f,(l>jk), Pjk = {f,ipjk) (4.5) 
by means of which / can be developed as 
/ = X^aofc'/'ofc + ^^X)^^'*^^'^ = Y^Y.Pjk'^jk- (4.6) 
k j>Q k j k 
The following relations between the wavelet coefficients of a given function hold [64]: 
aj-i.fc = 2-/^"-2*"i" (4.7) 
n 
Pj-l,k = ^gn-2kajn (4.8) 
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The first two relations allow to compute the wavelets coefficients at a given resolution in 
terms of those at a higher resolution, while the third relation allows reconstructing the 
coefficients at a given resolution from those at a lower resolution. The two convolution 
operators (filters, in the terminology of image processing) H and G are defined as: 
{Ha)k =:^hn-2kan, {Oa)k =-^9n-2kan- (4-10) 
n n 
The reconstruction procedure (4.9) is performed by means of the adjoint operators H* 
and G*. 
4.3 Besov Spaces 
The first example of the characterization properties of wavelets is the following 
result regarding Besov's spaces. Treating these functional spaces is particularly simple 
with wavelets as we will see in the following sections. 
Proposition 4.6 (Characterization of B''^ functions) [69]. Let V„, be an r-
regular MRA and let r > s > 0 and p,qe [0, +oo]. Let f € Lp(R) then f e B^'P(R) if 
and only if its wavelets coefficients aofc = (/, (f>ok) o-i^d Pjk = (/, ipjk) verify 
l/p \ 1\ 1/9 iv-'TiUiv-) < + 0 0 . (4.11) 
Moreover this sum is an equivalent norm for Bg'^{R). 
This expression is particularly simple. In fact in a certain sense one could say that 
Besov's spaces are the "natui-al environment" for wavelets. Let us see how one can use 
this results to obtain an error estimate. 
Theorem 4.7 Let Vm be an r-regular MRA and let f e B^ 'P(R) , 0 < f. < S < r implies 
V n > 0 
\\f - PnfWt,,,, < C|l/lU.p.,2-<-'). (4.12) 
Proof. / - Pnf = X) SI f^mktmk and applying Proposition 4.6 we get 
m>n k 
Wf-Pnfh,. - [ E | ( E ^ : . ) '2-2-^ 
9\ 1/9 
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Q\ 1/q 
9\ 1/9 
< C\\f\U,,,,2-^^''-'l 
4 . 4 Lp S p a c e s 
A second example of the way one can use the wavelets to characterize function 
spaces is the following result regarding Lp{R) spaces [69]. We define Ijk the interval 
[k2~^, {k + 1)2'''] and by Xjk its characteristic function. Then we have: 
Proposition 4.8 (Characterization of Lp functions) We have 
0,p 
1/2 
3 k 
(4.13) 
0,p 
where Pjk = (/, ipj^). Moreover f E Lpii and only if the right-hand side norm is finite. 
Also in this case we can use this theorem to prove an error estimate. 
Theorem 4.9 Let Kn be an r-regular MRA. T/ien V / e B^^iJSL), l/p < s < r we have 
Wf-Pnfh = C(/)2-"•^ (4.14) 
Proof. 
f~Pnf = 5^Ei3^fc^^fc. (4.15) 
Tn>n k 
We define 
, / ' i ^ i \ - (4.16) 
Applying Proposition 4.6 we get 
(4.17) 
m k 
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We now define the following function: 
Mx) = l]El<-^'^-'^)l'2'"Xmfc(rr). (4.18) 
m>n k 
Let US consider a given x. We have Xmkix) = 1 iff A; = kjn{x) = [2"*x] (where \p] 
denotes the largest integer less then or equal to p) and hence we have 
A{x) = 5 ] / ? L j x ) 2 - , (4.19) 
m>n 
and then 
A{x) = 532-2-^2^- / ' '7L.(^)- (4.20) 
Tn>n 
We now consider the set 
Ai = {{i^,v)- lunClni} (4.21) 
and take {i^i,r]i) satisfying 
With this notation for x in the interval [i2~", (i + 1)2~"] 
M^) < ll,n. E 2 -2-^22WP. (4.23) 
m>n 
Let (7 = 2(s — 1/p), then since cr > 0 we have: 
A{x) < ll,T-''Y,2-^'' < 72^^^2——L_. (4.24) 
j>o ^ ^ 
Now we have 
\\f-Pmf\\o,p = (^J^[y/A^y dx^ ' 
^ ( / f E ^ ^ ' ' ^ v . 2 - " ' ' / ' X n i ( x ) j dx j . (4.25) 
The integrand on the right-hand side is a piecewise constant function and so we can 
compute its integral exactly. This leads to 
11/ - Pm/||o,p < f E < ^ 2 - " 2 X . , . 2 - " ^ J < C ( / ) 2 — , (4,26) 
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where due to the fact that i ^ j implies {ui,Tji) j^ {wj,r]j) we can bound the sum on 
the right hand side with the total sum of the series (4.17). And with this the thcounn 
is proved. 
Remark 4.10 A similar estimate has been proved in [32] under the assumption f G 
B*'« with s, q and p related by q = {s + l/p)~^. Moreover for the casep = 2 the theorem 
was proved in [64]-
Other results regarding Lp spaces are on following [69j. 
Lemma 4.11 There exist two constants Ci > C2 > 0 such that \fp E [1, +oo], V?n e N 
and for all functions f{x) = J2k ^k<pmk one has: 
cil/kp < 2 - (5 -^ )^ J ] a^ j < C2|/|o,p (4.27) 
Remark 4.12 For the function ipmk O'^d (f>mk the following properties holds: 
|0ifc|o,p = 2^(5-PV|O.P, \MO,P - 2^^'^-'^\i'\o,r>. (4.28) 
Lemma 4.13 Let Vm be an r-regular MRA. Then there exists a constant C such that, 
for I <p< +00, j 6 Z and f = Y^^ ak4>3k if f ^ -'^P(^) ond s e N, s < r one has: 
I/I..P < C2*^|/|o.p. (4.29) 
By applying the preceding lemmas one has the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.14 In the same hypothesis f € Yl'^k4>mk fl"<^ s G N, s <r implies 
I/UP < C2^2'"('-pM^a^j . (4.30) 
4.5 Compactly Supported Wavelets 
Several classes of wavelets have been constructed. However, especially in view of 
their appUcation to the numerical solution of PDE's it seems useful to strengthen the 
localization property and require that 0 and xp have compact support. The class of 
wavelets satisfying this requirement has been compactly characterized by I. Daubecliies, 
who proved this theorem [30]: 
Theorem 4.15 For all integer r > 1 there exists an r-regidar multircsolution anahj.sLs 
Kn of L2(R) such that the function (j) and ip arc compactly s-upported. 
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The proof of this theorem is constructive. The first step is to find the "dilation 
coefficients" hk- By means of the analogy with quadrature mirror filters it is possible 
to characterize the sequences hk that are possible solutions of the "dilation equation" 
(4.2). In order to have a compactly supported basis, only finite sequences hk are 
considered. 
Given the coefficients hk, k = 0,- •• ,N the function 0 is defined as the limit of a 
sequence of functions T]m defined this way: starting from a sequence of numbers a° 
forfe = 0 
0 for all other cases, 
(4.31) 
one construct the sequences 
a'" = H*a"'-'^ = {H*ra°. (4.32) 
The functions rj^ are defined as 
7/„. = 2-"'/2//,^(a"'), (4.33) 
where 
Hija"") = 5Z"^^^^' ^^ = 1^ 2-"* - 2-('"+^\n2-'" + 2-('"+ )^] (4.34) 
n 
is the histogram of the sequence a'" whose base intervals have centres in ??.2~"' and 
width 2""*. In [30] some necessary and sufficient conditions on the dilation coefficients 
hk are given in order that the sequence 7/„ converges pointwise to a function 0 such 
that 
Kn = span {(l)mk,k e Z), (4.35) 
is an 7'-regular MRA, whose scaUng function is (f). From now we will deal with compactly 
supported wavelets. We will then have supp0 = [0,/l] and we will use the following 
notation 
/,fc:=Supp0jfc = [k2-^, {k-\-A)2-i]. 
Due to the compactness of the support, for such a class of wavelet a sharper error 
estimate is possible. In fact we can estimate the size of the wavelet coefficient inde-
pendently of Proposition 4.6 for the application of which we were limited to function 
belonging to J3*'P with s <r. For compactly supported wavelets we have the following 
lemma: 
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Lemma 4.16 Let Kn be an r-regular compactly supported MRA. Then f e W^'^{R), 
s < r + 1 implies 
|(/,V^,,)| < C2-^'2^(-p-^VU,p,;,,. (4.36) 
Proof. Due to property (4.4) of r-regular MRAs, for all polynomials p e P,., we have 
(/, ^ ,*) < / fix)M^) dx= fif- p){x)M^) dx (4.37) 
= / U -P){^)i^jk{;j:)dx. 
Jl,k 
Taking the modulus and applying Holer inequality we get: 
\U.i^ik)\ < \f-pkp,iJMo,p',i,.- (4.38) 
Now it is known [15] that given / 6 W*'''(R), s < ?' + 1 and given / € R, there exists 
a polynomial p E Pr such that 
| / -p |o.p. / < q / n / U p . / , (4.39) 
where C is independent of / and / and depend on k. We can use such a polynomial in 
(4.20) and get the thesis by noting that \Ijk\ = C2~K 
We can take advantage of this estimate to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.17 Let{Vm} be an r-regular compactly supported MRA and f e ff"^^(R). 
Then \/0 < s <r we have 
• Wf-PmfU < C2-( ' -+^- ) | /Ui ,2 . (4.40) 
Proof. 
j>m k 
3>m \ k ) 
J>0 
< C-l/l^, ,22-2'"('-+l--) L 
'•' "^+^'2 1 _ 2 - 2 ( r + l - s ) 
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where we applied 
k 
Analogously one could prove Iheorein regarding other norm, likewise-. 
Theorem 4.18 Let {Vm} be an r-regular compactly supported MRA and f 6 Vl'""^^'''(R). 
Then V 0 < s < r twe have 
\\f-Pmf\\o,p < C2-(^+^)| /Ui,p (4.41) 
\\f - Pmf\\s,p,p < C2-'"('-^^-^)|/|r+i,p. (4.42) 
Among the bad properties of this cleiss of wavelets is the fact that 0 and i/' are 
not symmetric, and that the only way to compute the value of 0 in a point x is 
to perform some kind of recursive algorithm of the kind (4.31)-(4.34). The trick in 
implementing wavelet based algorithms seems then to avoid direct computation of the 
scaling and wavelet functions and take advantage of the properties of this functions 
(likewise properties (4.7)-(4.9)). 
4.6 Approximate Projection 
Let us now come to the problem of computing efficiently the projection P„, at 
least in an approximate way. We remember that we are dealing with Daubechies's 
compactly supported wavelets of Theorem 4.15. We will then have Supp(/) = \0,A\. 
The projection Pmf is by definition: 
^ m / = ^{f, 0mfc)0mfc = I ] ( / / ( ^ * + ?/)</'mo(2/) dyj 0„.,.. (4.43) 
Following [30] we approximate it by interpolating the function / in the above 
integral with polynomials of degree q. 
Let Xk = fc2~'" and let fk be the polynomial of degree q such that 
fk{xk + Xi) = f{xk + Xi) Vi = 0,--- ,g. (4.44) 
If / is an interval such that [xk,Xk+g] C / then we have [15] 
l / -A|o.p. / < C|/|«+^|/|,+,,,,,. (4.45) 
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The constant C is essentially dependent on the relative position of the points Xk in the 
interval / . In our case it will be independent of m. 
Let 
Oik = fk{xk + y)4>mo{y)dy (4.46) 
and define an approximate projector [41] 
KJ = Yl^k<t>mk. (4.47) 
k 
The computation of R^f is simpler and less expensive than the computation of Pmf, 
in fact we have 
n % o ( 2 / - j 2 - ) (4.48) 
*"•' ni=o(^2-'"-j2-'") 
and by setting c^{i) = / 0mo(i/)/^,i(z/) dy we have 
^mf = E ( E^- ( i ) / (^ i t+ i ) ) 4>mk = E ( E 2 - / ^ ( 0 / ( : r f c + i ) ) 0m., (4.49) 
it \t=0 / k \i=Q J 
where the identity c^(i) = 2""*/2cg(i) is obtained by a simple change of variable, so we 
can compute i ? ^ / by calculating once and for all the g+1 coefficients c2(i), i = 0, • • • , q 
and then applying the previous formula. 
The computation of the coefficients (^{%) is also simple, in fact they are a ratio-
nal function of the first q moments Mfc = /^ 0(x)x* dx of 0 for which the following 
expression holds: 
Proposition 4.19 
/ 4>{x)dx = 1 (4.50) 
Proof. 
j = o 
y xV(a;) dx ^ f ^"Yl '^JV20(2X - j) dx 
55 /T^^ o//^^<-^ 
V . (V, • 
j=0 •'* \ t = 0 ^^'^ / 
= 2-" /yV(y)rfy + EE2-^/^-%/-^(^^) /y>(y)^y 
<^ R i = o <=o ^ ^ -^^ 
and by subtracting 2"* /^ t/*0(j/) dy from both sides we get the result. 
Remark 4.20 By selling q = 0 we will have Ihe following approxhnalc projecLion: 
K.f = E2""'^'/(a;.)0m.. (4-52) 
k 
The following theorems holds: 
Theorem 4.21 Let {Vm} be an r-regular MRA and let (f) be the relative scaling Junc-
tion. Iffe iy9+^'P(R) then Vs e N, s < r u;e have 
\Pmf-Blf\s.p < Cl/|,+i.p2-'"('+^-'>. (4.53) 
Proof. We begin by evaluating the modulus of the difference between the exact and 
the approximated coefficients 
W :={{/,'Pmk)-a,\^ = I [ (pmo{y){f{xk + y)- fk{xk + y))dy\^. (4.54) 
Since Supp(0,„o) Q [Oi^ ^S""*], applying Holder inequality with l/p+ l/p' = 1 we get 
'A/2" 
W < I / 4>moiy){f{xk + y)- fkixk + y)) dy\^ 
JO 
^ l^mo|o ,p ' l / /fclo.p,[ifc,n+/l/2'"l 
< 2'^ ^^-^VlS.p.C7|/|;^ ,p,(,^ _,^ ^ /^,., (4.55) 
where M > max{A,q} is an integer such that [0,g] C [0, M], so that [xk,Xk + 9/2"'] C 
Ik := [xk^Xk + M/2'"] and we also applied Remark 4.12. 
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We now apply Proposition 4.14 
and since 1 — 1/p — 1/p' = 0 we obtain the result. 
Remark 4.22 In [4I] estimate (4.55) loas proven for p — +00 for f € 6''^ lo/ii/e 
other procedure for computing approximately the coefficients (V„,A- were, propot^cd in jOj 
together with the relative error estimate. 
Remark 4.23 In practical cases one is rather interested in the determination of the 
wavelets coefficients of a function whose values are known only in an interval [a, 6] of 
R. In this case one can not apply (4.47). However an approximate projection R^,^ is 
still possible in the sense: since 0 is compactly supported, only fmitely many Omk ^i-l^ 
contribute to the value assumed by Pmf on [a,b]. One can then introduce a slightly 
different operator fi^ defined by: 
^mf = 2j"mfc0mfc, "mfc = (l^mo{y)fk+p(,k){Xk+y)dy, (4.56) 
where p{k) is an integer which depends on k and m. Theorem 4.21 holds with prac-
tically unchanged proof for this new operator, provided that we have \p{k)\ < C with 
independent of m and k. This allows to use in this computation of the relevant coeffi-
cients only interpolation points which are internal to the interval [a, b]. 
Remark 4.24 The estimate (4.55) forq = 0 and p = 2 implies 
K - 2 - ' " / V ( ^ ' 2 - " » ) | < C2-'". (4.57) 
This allows one to compute approximately the value of a function once its wavelets 
coefficients are known. Note that by means of the formula 
One can compute the a'^'s once that the /?""s are known so it is possible to compute 
a^ at the desired scale and then we have / with the desired accuracy. 
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The procedure described in Remark 4.24 can be applied in particular with / = 0. 
This corresponds to the iterative algorithm described in [28] to construct compactly 
supported wavelets. We will then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.25 IJ (p is the compactly suppoTted scaling Junction of an r-regular MRA, 
r > 1, then the sequence T}m verifies 
U-rim\\o,p < C|0|i,p2-'". 
Proof. Let Xk — k2~"^ we know from (4.55) that 
\'t>{x,)-VmM\^ < C2-nKu. 
U-r]m\\o,p = I \(I){X) - •nm{x)\^dxj 
c(fc+l)2-'" \ ^/P 
\Hx) -Vm{x)\^dx 
= (?£ 
(fc+l)2-'" \ ^/P 
\cf>{x)-cP{xk)fdx 
1)2-
/•(fc+l)2-'" \ ^/P 
+ 1 ^ / |0(xfc)-77„(xfc)rdar 
fe 7(fc-l)2- '" ^ 
= D1 + D2. 
Now we have Di < C2-'"|0|i,„,. For D2 we have the following estimate, which results 
by applying the same technique of Theorem 4.21 
D, < C2-(^+^/'')|0|i.p < C2-'»|0|i,p. 
And so we get the result. 
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Chapter 5 
Construction of Biorthogonal 
Multiwavelets 
5.1 Introduction 
The construction of multiwavelets has been studied by many authors (see [14, 35, 36, 
39]). The compactly supported orthogonal multiscaling functions constructed by [38] 
are both symmetric and continuous. One of the associated orthogonal multiwavelets 
is symmetric while the other is anti-symmetric. However, good properties are either 
impossible or incompatible with each other for a single compactly supported scaling 
function. It turns out that many researchers proceed to study multiwavelets. Mul-
tiwavelets with the above properties can be constructed easily. From this respect, 
applications of multiwavelets are more extensive than those of uniwavelets. Strela [86] 
has shown that the multiwavelets are superior to the uniwavelet in the effects of GHM 
multiwavelets and D^-wavelet on image compression. The study of the biorthogonal 
multiwavelets began in [67], later Hardin et al. [43] and Goh [40] followed. However, 
as yet there has not been a general method to obtain biorthogonal multiwavelets [101]. 
In Section 2, we briefly recall the concept of multiresolution analysis of multi-
plicity r. In Section 3, we give our main result, a constructive procedure of compactly 
supported biorthogonal multiwavelets by using biorthogonal compactly supported mul-
tiscaling functions. In Section 4, four examples are also given. 
5.2 Multiresolution Analysis of Multiplicity r 
The multiwavelets are associated with multiresolution analysis of multiplicity r; 
i.e., multiwavelets can be constructed by multiresolution analysis with multiplicity r. 
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L e t $ ( x ) = ( 0 i , 0 2 , - - - , 0 r f , 0 1 , 0 2 , - • • , 0 r € L 2 ( R ) 
H^) = Y^PM2x-k), (5.1) 
for some r x r matrices {Pk}keZ called the two-scale matrix sequence. $(.T) is called 
multiscaling function with multiplicity r. 
4>H = P{z)4> ( I ) , (5.2) 
where z = e"'""/^, and 
p{^) = ^ E ^ * ^ ' - (^ -3) 
fceZ 
called the two-scale matrix symbol of the two scale matrix sequence {Pk}k€Z of ^• 
Define a subspace Vj C L2(K) by 
Vj = cloSi,(R)(0 ,^•fc :l<i<r,ke Z), j e Z; (5.4) 
here and afterwards, for ft E L2, we will use the notation 
fej,k = 2^/'fi{2^x-k). 
As usual, $(a;) in (5.1) generates a multiresolution analysis {Vj}j^z of i'2(K), if 
{Vj}j6z defined in (5.4) satisfy the following properties: 
(1) •••C V o C F i C H C - - - ; 
(2) clos^,(R)(|J^,jy,) = L2(R); 
(3) a e z ^ = {0}i 
(4) fix) eVj^=^ f{2x) e 1/,+:, j € Z; 
(5) the family {4>t,j,k • 1 < ^ < ^, A; e Z} is a Riesz basis for Vj. 
Let Wj, j e Z denote the complementary subspace of Vj in V^+i, and vector-valued 
function ^(rr) = (i/'i,V2,--- ,V'r)^, V*/ e La, ^ = 1,2, • • • ,r , constitutes a Riesz basis 
for IVj, i.e., 
Wj = closL2(R)(0fy.fc : 1 < ^ < r, A; € Z), j € Z; (5.5) 
From condition (5), it is clear that ipi{x),ip2{x), ••• ,^r{x) are in WQ C V^. Hence 
there exists a sequence of matrices {Qk}kei such that 
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Q(^ ) = \Y.^>^-"- (^ -^ ^ 
k€l 
^(x) = 5^Qfc$(2x-A;). (5.6) 
fe€Z 
By the two-scale relation (5.6) of ^ , we have 
^w) = Q{z)^ ( I ) , (5.7) 
where 
As such, the family {4'i:j,k,'^(:j,k : 1 < ^  < ?', J,/-" € Z} constitute a Rics/ l)asis of V^ ,^ ,, 
i.e., 
VHI = V^i + VV,- (5.9) 
5.3 Construction of Biorthogonal Multiwavelets 
For column vector functions A and T with elements in L2(K), define 
(A,r) = f A{x)r{xf dx. 
We call ^{x) = (0i,<^2» • • • ,0r)^ and $(x) = (<^i,02) • • • )0r)^ a pair of biorthogonal 
multiscaling functions, if 
m-),^--n)) = <5o,„/„ n e Z . (5.10) 
^(x) = ('/'I,T/'2)*'• iV'r)^ and ^(x) = (^i , i / '2r" iV'r)^ will be said to be a pair of 
biorthogonal multiwavelets associated with multiscaling functions $ and $, if $, $ 
and ^ , ^ satisfy the following equations: 
($(•), ^ ( - - n ) ) = ( ^ ( . ) , $ ( . - n ) ) = O, (5.11) 
( ^ ( • ) , ^ ( - -n ) ) = <5o,„/., n e Z , (5.12) 
where O and /^ denote the zero matrix and unity matrix, respectively. 
Similar to (5.1) and (5.6), 6 and 4^  also satisfy the following two-scale matrix 
equations: 
l>(x) = Y,Pk^2x-k), (5.13) 
fcez 
^{x) = ^Qfc|)(2a;-fc) . (5.14) 
k€Z 
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By Taking Fourier transform for the both sides of (5.13) and (5.14), we have 
^w) = P{z)^ ( I ) , (5.15) 
where 
keZ 
keZ 
In the case of uniwavelet (i.e., r = 1), there is a simple procedure for finding 
uniwavelet if uniscaling function is known. In the case of multiwavelets, however it 
seems that a simple approach obtaining multiwavelets has not been discovered yet, 
in the following we will proceed to investigate the construction of multiwavelets and 
give a approach for constructing a pair of biorthogonal multiwavelets associated with 
a given pair of biorthogonal multiscaling functions. The given method is very simple 
like in the case of uniwavelet. 
To study the biorthogonal multiwavelets, we need the following: 
Lemma 5.1 Let TJ = (??i,/?2,-• • ,^r)^, V = (^i,^2,-•' ,^r)^, where Tjur}2,-•• ,Vr, 
'?i)'?2) • • • iVr € L-2. Then 77 and Tj are a family of biorthogonal functions if and only if 
^'n{xo + 2kn)fi{w + 2kT:Y = 7 ,^ \z\ = 1; (5.19) 
fceZ 
here and throughout, the asterisk denotes complex conjugation of transpose. 
Proof. Let 77 and fj are a family of biorthogonal functions. For every n e Z, we have 
V ^ r = (r?(-),^{--n)> = ^rri{w)fi{wye'^'"dw 
J /•2(fc+l)7r 
E oZ / vHMwye''''"dw 
27r7o 
Y}fi{w + 2kTv)fi{w + 2fc7r)* 
.fceZ 
which implies (5.19) holds. The converse is obvious. 
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^tnu) dw 
Theorem 5.2 Let ^{x) and $(x) defined in (5.1) and (5.13), respectively, be a pair 
of biorthogonal functions, P{z) and P{z) defined in (5.3) and (5.17), respectively, be 
two-scale matrix symbols. Then P{z) and P{z) satisfy the identity 
P{z)Pizy + P{-z)P{-zy = Ir, \z\ = l. (5.20) 
Equivalently, the two scale matrix {Pk}, {Pk} satisfy 
ieZ 
Further, suppose ^ and ^ are a pair of biorthogonal multiwavelets associated with $ 
and l>, respectively, and Q{z) and Q{z) are two-scale matrix symbols. Then 
P{z)Q{zy + P{-z)Q{-zY = O, 
P{z)Qizr + P{-z)Q{-zr = O, \ (5.22) 
Q{z)Q{zy+Q{-z)Q{-zy - /, . 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
ivalently. 
teZ 
E^i^r+2. 
iEZ 
J2QiQ'U 
= 0 
= 0 
= 2<5o,fc/, 
tez 
Theorem 5.2 can be proved by Lemma 5.1 
Define two matrices MP^Q{Z) and Mp A(Z) by 
Piz) P{-z) 
Q{z) Q{-z) MP,Q{Z) = 
P{z) P{-z) 
Q{z) Q{-z) (5.26) MPQ{Z) = 
Then (5.20) and (5.22) are equivalent to the following single equation: 
MP,Q{Z)MPQ{Z) = /2„ |2| = 1. (5.27) 
Lemma 5.3 Let ^{x) and l>(x), a pair of compactly supported biorthogonal multiscal-
ing functions with multiplicity r, satisfy the following equations: 
M 
$(x) = J^Pfc$(2a:-A;), 
fc=0 
Af 
^x) = 5I^*^(22:-A;). 
k=0 
Set ^'{x) = m2xf, $(2x - 1)^)^, ^'{x) = ($(2x)^, $(2x - 1)^)^. Then 
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(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(1) $'(x) and l>'(x) are also a pair of compactly supported biorthogonal multiscaling 
functions with multiplicity 2r, and supp^'{x) C [0,[M/2l], $'(x) C 10,[M/2]1, 
where [x] = inf{n : n>x,neZ}; 
(2) ^'{x) and l>'(x) satisfy the following two-scale matrix equations: 
[M/21 
$'(x) = Y. 
fc=0 
[A//21 
i>'(x) = Yl 
k-O 
Pik 
P2k-2 
P^k 
P2k-2 
P^k+l 
P^k-l 
p2k+l 
• f * 2 f c - l 
$'(2x - k), 
$'(2x - k). 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
Proof. (1) The biorthogonality of $'(x) and l>'(x) is clear. 
(2) By the definition of $'(x), we have 
$'(x) = $(2x) $(2x - 1) 
E f=oA$(4^ - f c ) 
Ef=o-P'^*(4x-fc-2) 
E L T P 2 . ^ ( 4 X - 2fc) + EL=^O" A . + I $ ( 4 X - fc - 1) 
EL=i" ^2.$(4x -2{k + 1)) + EK^O" ^ 2 . + I $ ( 4 X - 2A; - 3) 
[M/2\ 
= E 
fc=0 
[M/2] 
= E 
«:=0 
•f2fc P2k+1 
P2k-2 P2k-1 
P2k P2k+1 
P2k-2 P2k-l 
$(2(2x) - A;) 
$(2(2x -l)-k) 
$'(2x - k). 
This means (5.30) holds. By (5.30), we obtain that supp$'(x) C [0, [M/2]]. Similarly, 
(5.31) can be deduced. 
According to Lemma 5.3, without loss of generality, we only discuss the problems 
about construction of multiwavelets with 3-coefficient. We give the main result of this 
chapter below. 
Theorem 5.4 Lef$(x) and^{x) be a pair of 3-coefficient compactly supported biorthog-
onal multiscaling functions satisfying the following equations: 
$(x) = Po*(2x) + P i $ ( 2 x - l ) + P2$(2x-2 ) , 
l>(x) = Po*(2x) + Pi^(2x - 1) + P2^(2x - 2). 
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(5.32) 
(5.33) 
Assume that there exists an integer i,0<i<2, such that the matrix D defined in the 
following equation is invertible: 
D^ = {2Ir-PiPl)-'PiPl. (5.34) 
Define 
Qj = DPj, j ^ i , 
Qj = -D-'Pj, j = i, 
i , j € {0,1,2}. (5.35) 
Qj = D'^Pj, j ^ i , 
Qj = -{D-^r'Pi, 3^h 
Then the following equations defining ^(x) and ^{x) are a pair of biorthogonal multi-
wavelets associated with $(x) and $(x).-
*(x) = Qo^2x) + QM2x-\) + Q2^2x-2), 
% ) = Qo^2x) + QM2x-l)+Q2H2x-2). 
Proof. For convenience. Let i = 1. By (5.23)-(5.25), it suffices to show that 
{QQ,QI,Q2,QO,QI,Q2} satisfy the following equations: 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
QoQl = 0, (5.41) 
QoQo+QiQr+Q2Q2 = 2/, . (5.42) 
^HQo,Qi,Q2,Qo,QuQ2} are given by (5.35), then Eqs. (5.36),(5.38),(5.40) and (5.41) 
are obtained immediately from (5.21). 
For (5.37), we have from (5.21) that 
PoQ^ + PiQl + P2QI = PoP^D + P,P[D-' + P2plD 
= [PoP^D + P2P^]D-P,P^D-' 
= [2Ir-PiP{]D-PiP^D-' 
= [{2Ir-PiP[)D^-P,P^]D-^ = 0. 
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PoQl = 0, 
PoQ'^ + PiQl + P2QI 
PoQl = 0, 
PoQl + PiQj + P2QI 
QoQl = 0, 
= 0, 
= 0, 
Similarly, (5.39) can be derived. Finally, since 
Q0QI + Q1QJ + Q2QI = DPoP^D + D-'P^P[D-' + DP,P^D 
= D[PoP^ + P<,Pj]D + D:'PiPlD-' 
= D[2Ir - PiP^\D + D-'PiP[D-' 
= D-'[D\2Ir - PIPDD''- PiPHD-' 
= D-'[D''PiPl + PiPUD-' 
= D-^[D^ + Ir]PiPlD-' 
= D[PiPl + D-''PxPl]D-^ 
= D2IrD-^ = 2Ir, 
(5.42) then follows. This completes the proof of the Theorem 5.4 
Corollary 5.5 Let 4>(a;) defined in (5.32) be 3-coefficient compactly supported orthog-
onal multiscaling function. Assume that there exists an integer i, 0 < i < 2, such that 
the matrix H defined in the following equations is invertible and symmetric: 
H^ = {2Ir'PiPn-'PiPf- (5-43) 
Let 
Qj = HPj, jj^i, 
i , j € {0,1,2}. (5.44) 
Qj - -H-'Pj, j=i, 
Then the following equations defining ^(x) is orthogonal multiwavelet associated with 
$(x).-
^{x) = Qo$(2x) + Q i $ ( 2 x - l ) + Q2$(2a:-2). 
Remark 5.6 According to the matrix theory, if B is an invertible matrix satisfying 
A"^ = B, then m.atrix A is not unique. Hence, matrix D and H defiiied in (5.3^) and 
(5.43), respectively, are not unique. Further, by Theorem 5.2 (or Corollary 5.5) we de-
clare that there exist many distinct multiwavelets associated with a pair of biorthogonal 
multiscaling functions (or an orthogonal multiscaling functions). 
5.4 Example 
We will illustrate by some examples how to use this method to construct biorthog-
onal (or orthogonal) multiwavelets [101]. 
Example 5.7 (Construction of biorthogonal multiwavelets). Let $(x) = (0i,02)^ and 
l>(x) = (01,02)^, supp$(rr) = supp6(x) = [-1,1], be a pair of 3-coefficient bioHhog-
onal multiscaling function satisfying the following equations [43]: 
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$(a;) = P-M2x + l) + Po^2x) + PM2x-l), 
$(x) = P_i$(2x + l) + Po^(2x) + Fi^(2a; + l) , 
where 
P-i = 
P-i = 
1 i 
2 5„ 
- 1 - ^ 5 J 
5 
~16 32 J 
1 0 
1 0 
0 I 
, Pl = 
i _ i 
2 
1 -iJ 
1 _ 5 
1 _l 16 32 
Suppose that i = 0. Using (5.34) and (5.35) we obtain 
D = 
g - i = 
1 0 
0 ^ 
1 1 
_:/Z 2 /^7 
7 35 J 
Qi = 
Qo = 
i2 _2\/f 
7 35 J 
- 1 0 
0 -4 
From Theorem 5.2 we conclude that 
1 
- 1 0 
0 - ^ j 
1 5 
y/7 5>/7 
16 32 
1 _ 5 " 
\ /7 5\/7 
16 32 -
^(3;) = 5^; Qfc$(2x - fc), ^{x) = ^ Q f c ^ ( 2 x - / ^ ) 
fc=-i fc=-i 
are a pair of biorthogonal multiwavelets associated with ^{x), $( .T) . 
Example 5.8 (Construction of orthogonal multiwavelets) Lei$(x) = (0i,02)^, 
supp$(x) = [0,2], be S-coefficient orthogonal multiscaling function satisfying the fol-
lovxing equations [89]: 
$(x) = Po$(2x) + P i $ ( 2 x - l ) + P2$(2a:-2), 
where 
r 0 24-/7 1 
4 
, Pl = 
[ 3 1 "] 
. 4 4 . 
, P2 = 
\ 2 - ^ 01 
4 " 
2+N/7 n 
4 " 
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Suppose that i = 1. Using (5.43) and (5.44) in Corollary 5.5 we obtain 
H = 
[0 Y 
.0 1. 
7+Vr 7-Vr 
14_ 14 
7-\/7 7+v/7 
14 14 . 
, Qi = 
2+V7 
2 - N / 7 
4 
2 - v ^ 
2+N/7 
4 
, Q2 = J 0-
From Corollary 5.5, 
2 
fc=0 
is orthogonal multiwavelet associated with ^{x). 
Example 5.9 (Construction of orthogonal multiwavelets) Let $(x) = {(pi,(p2)^ 
be S-coefficient orthogonal multiscaling function satisfying the following equations [48, 
49]: 
$(x) = Po^{2x) + Pi^{2x-l) + P2^2x-2), 
where 
'''-2 
1 1 
V2sin5 \/2 sin 9 , Pi 
1 0 
0 y2cos5 ,A = 
1 - 1 
-V2sin^ V2 sin^ 
Suppose that i = 1. Using (5.43) and (5.44) in Corollary 5.5 we have 
1 0 
0 tan 5 H-' = 
1 0 
0 coth^ 
c3o = i 1 1 \/2cose 7 2 cos 6 
- 1 0 
0 -y/2sm6 , 0 . = 5 
1 - 1 
COS0 
H = 
where 6 satisfies that sin6 j^O, cos9 ^0 
, Q i = 
From Corollary 5.5, 
2 
^(a;) = ^ Q f c $ ( 2 x - f c ) 
fc=0 
is orthogonal multiwavelet associated with <^{x). 
This method is simpler than that of the papers [48, 49], while the obtained or-
thogonal multiwavelets coincide. 
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Example 5.10 (Trivial example-Construction of orthogonal uniwavelets) Let 
0^ be Daubechies scaling function [30], i. e 
Since (p^ix) is a 4-coefficient orthogonal scaling function, From Lemma 5.3, let 
^x) = {4>?{2x),<t>^{2x-l)f. Then 
^x) = 
l+v/3 3+v/3 
4 4 
0 0 
$(2rr) + 
3-\ /3 1— 3^ 
4 4 
$(2x-l) + 0 0 3-V3 l -v/3 
4 4 
$(2a;-2), 
is an orthogonal multiscaling function with multiplicity 2. Using Corollary 5.5 we 
obtain 
^(x) = t/>3 (^2x) 
i/;3 (^2a: - 1) 
V a - i 3- \ /3 
4 4 
0 0 
4>^{4x) 
4>fi^x -1) 
+ 
+ 
3+v/5 l+>/3 
N / 3 - 1 3--y3 
0 0 
3+v/3 l+\ /3 
4 4 
0f (4X - 2) 
03 (^4X - 3) 
03^(4x - 4) 
0?(4x - 5) 
Hence 
^^{x) V^~l.;Lg/o-.\ , 3-V3_^p, 3 + V3 .o ^ i0^(2x) + - ^ < ^ ? ( 2 x - l ) 4 - : ^ ^ 0 3 ^ ( 2 a ; - 2 ) + 1 + v^^D/.-0^ (2x-3 ) . 
The orthogonal wavelet constructed here is the some as the wavelet obtained by 
using method [30]. 
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Chapter 6 
Highly Nonstat ionary Wavelet 
Packets 
6.1 Introduction 
The wavelet ipj^k = 2^^'^ip{2L - k) has a frequency resolution proportional to 2^, which 
follows by taking the Fourier transform, 
This makes the analysis well adapted to the study of transient phenomena and has 
proven a very successful approach to many problems in signal processing, numerical 
analysis, and quantum mechanics. Wavelet packets were introduced by Coifman et 
al. [21] to improve the poor frequency localization of wavelet bases for large j and 
thereby provide a more efficient decomposition of signals containing both transient 
and stationary components. 
Hess-Nielsen introduced nonstationary wavelet packets in [44] as a way to minimize 
the loss of frequency resolution by using a sequence of Daubechies filters with increasing 
filter length to generate the basic wavelet packets. In this chapter the generalization 
of definition of nonstationary wavelet packets to that of highly nonstationary wavelet 
packets (HNWP's) is given. The new wavelet packets still live entirely within the 
multiresolution structure and we have an associated discrete algorithm to calculate the 
expansion of a given function in the wavelets packets. The definition of the highly 
nonstationary wavelet packets is given in Section 3 and a review of the construction of 
nonstationary wavelet packets in Section 2. 
The main application of the highly nonstationary wavelet packets is to obtain 
Schauder bases for Lp[0,1), 1 < p < oo, consisting of periodic wavelet packets. In 
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Section 4, we have given the periodic Shannon wavelet packets and periodic HNWP's. 
6.2 Nonstationary Wavelet Packets 
In the original construction of Coifman et al. [21, 22] of wavelet packets the func-
tions were constructed by starting from a multiresolution analysis and then generating 
the wavelet packets using the associated filters. However, it was observed by Hess-
Nielsen [44] that it is an unnecessary constraint to use the multiresolution filters to do 
the frequency decomposition. 
Definition 6.1 Let {(J),ip) be the scaling function and wavelet associated with a mul-
tiresolution analysis, and let {F^\F^^) , p € N , be a family of bounded operators on 
^2(Z) of the form 
(Fi^Mfc = X^a^/ie^Hj^-Sfc). 6 = 0,1, 
n€Z 
tvith h^\x) = (—l)"/io (1 —n) a real-valued sequence in ^i(Z) stich that 
F^>F^) + F^^*F^^ = 1, F^^F^^ = 0. (6.1) 
We define the family of basic nonstationary wavelet packets {iOn}'^=o recursively by 
letting IOQ = 0, i«i = i/*, and then for n € N 
t^ 2„+i(:E) = 2 E / i ? ' H 9 K ( 2 a ; - g ) , ^ ' ^ 
where 2? < n < 2^+^ 
Remark 6.2 The wavelet packets obtained from the above definition using only filters 
associated with the multiresolution analysis on each scale are called classical wavelet 
packets. They are the functions introduced by Coifman et al. [22]. 
Any pair of operators {FQ'^F^^) of the type discussed in the definition above will 
be referred to as a pair of quadrature mirror filters. 
Associated with each filters sequence {h^^} is the symbol of the filter, the 27r-
periodic function given by 
kez 
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The symbol m'f^ determines the filter sequence uniquely so we will also refer to the 
symbol me as the filter. 
Theorem 6.3 [44, 45] Let (u^nl^o ^^ <^  family of nonstationary wavelet packets as-
sociated with the multiresolution analysis {Vj} with scaling function and wavelet (0,1/)). 
The functions {w„} satisfy the following: 
{WQ{- — fc)}fc6Z is an orthonormal basis for VQ 
{wn{- — fc)}fcez,o<n<2» ^  an orthonormal basis for Vj. 
In particular, {wn{- — fc)}fc6Z,n€No ** an orthonormal basis for L2(K). 
Proof. Since WQ = (j) and iWi = V we get the first statement, and the second in the case 
j = 0, immediately. The next step is to prove that {w2n{'—k)}kez ^"d {u>2n+i('~ '^)}fcez 
are orthonormal systems. Suppose the result is true for all indices j with j < n such 
that 2" < n < 2^+^ We have 
{W2n,w2n{--k)) = 4 E E h^o\^Vi'o\Q) f «^2n(2i " ^)^/^n(2(/. - A,') - q) dt 
teZqeZ J 
= 2Y:h^\i)h^\e-2k) 
/€Z 
= <5o,fc, 
{W2n+i,w2n+i{--k)) = 4 E E fi?{()h?{q) f ivn{2t - i)iu,,{2{t - k) - q) dt 
te^ZqeZ J 
= 2j:h^\i)h^\i-2k) 
uz 
and 
(^2n ,^^2n+i(- - k)) = 4 E E h^\^)h^\q) [M2t - i)w^{2{t - k) - q)dt 
teZqeZ J 
= 2Zh^\()h'fHi-2k) 
/eZ 
= 0. 
Thus a simple additional induction argument using the above shows that {iUn{- -
)^}n6No,fc6Z is an orthonormal system. 
Let n„ = Span{«;„(- - k)}kez- Define 6f{x) = V2f{2x). Since {w„(- - k)}k is an 
orthonormal system so is {6wn{- - k)}k, and it follows from the exact reconstruction 
property of the filters (see (6.1)) that for 2^ < n < 2 P + \ 
Wnix-k) = 2 E ^ ^ ( ^ - 2 9 K n ( x / 2 - g ) + l^/ iSP)(fc-2g)t i ;2„+i(x/2-9) . 
9eZ 9€Z 
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Hence, by (6.2), 
Span{>/2iy„{2 •-fc)}fc = Span{it;2n(-- ^0}k ® Span{itJ2,.+i(--'^•)}fc; 
i.e., 6Qn = ^2n © f^ 2n+i- Thus, 
S'^QoeS'^Qo = 6^2 ©5^3 = J^ 4 ® f^ 5 © fie ® f^ 7 
6*^ 00 e6*"^ao = Q2''-i®^2k-i+i®'--®^2'=-i-
By telescoping the above equalities we finally get the desired result 
6*ao = 6fcVb = V; = fio e Hi ® • • • © Qa-^-i, 
and C/fc>oVfc is dense in L2(R) by the definition of multiresolution analysis. 
Remark 6.4 It is an xmfortunate consequence of the above nonstationary cojistruction 
that the diameter of support for the nonstationary wavelet packets grows just as fast as 
the filter length. This problem will be eliminated in the next section using a generalized 
construction of wavelet packets. 
6.3 Highly Nonstationary Wavelet Packets 
This section contains a generalization of stationary and nonstationary wavelets 
packets. The new definition introduces more flexibility into the construction, and 
thus allows for construction of functions with better properties than the corresponding 
nonstationary construction. The new functions named as highly nonstationary wavelet 
packets is defined below. 
Definition 6.5 (Highly nonstationary wavelet packets) Let (0,I/J) 6e the scaling 
function and wavelet associated nrith a multiresolution analysis, and let {mo'^ lpgN ,i<q<p 
be a family of QMFs. Let lOo = 0 and Wi = ip and define the functions iu„, n > 2, 
2-^ <n< 2-^ +^  by 
MO = m'^tm)m}^m)... mff{a2'm/2'), 
where n = Yl']ll ^fi^~^ is the binary expansion ofn. We call {io„}^=o fainily of basic 
nojistationary wavelet packets. 
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Remark 6.6 It is obvious that the definition of highly nonstationanj wavelet packets 
includes the basic classical and basic nonstationary wavelet packets as special cases. 
The new basic wavelet packets are generated by a nonstationary wavelet packet 
scheme that changes at each scale so it is still possible to use the discrete algorithms 
associated with the nonstationary wavelet packet construction. The complexity of the 
algorithm depends entirely on the choice of filters. 
The following result shows that the integer translates of the basic HNWP's do give 
us an orthonormd basis for L2(R), just like the basic nonstationary wavelet packets. 
Theorem 6.7 Let {iOn}^o ^^ a family of highly nonstationary wavelet packets. Then 
{wn{- -A;)}„>o,fc6Z 
is an orthonormal basis for L2(R). 
Proof. Recall that 
L,{R) = yoe(0w, j , 
and by definition t«„ 6 Wj for 2"^  < n < 2'''^^ so it suffices to show that 
'"^n(--fe)}2-'<n<2-'+i,keZ 
is an orthonormal basis for Wj. However, this follows at once from the first J steps of 
the induction argument in the proof of Theorem 6.3 using the filters m^' = m^''^"''"'"\ 
for p = 1, • • • , J. 
One of the problems with nonstationary wavelet packets is that the diameter of 
support of the basic wavelet packets grows just as fast as the filter length of the filters 
used to generate the functions. Thus to obtain better frequency resolution at high 
frequencies we have to pay the price that the wavelet packets no longer have support 
contained in some fixed interval. The following lemma shows that is not the case with 
the highly stationary wavelet packets, the filter lengths can grow at even exponential 
rates and we still have support of the wavelet packets contained in some fixed interval. 
Lemma 6.8 Let {TTJo,fc}^ o ^^ a family of QMFs with associated filter lengths {dk]'kL\-
Let {wn}n be the highly nonstationary wavelet packets associated with m^'' - rriQ^g for 
P > 1, 9 < P, and some pair {(f>,ip) both with compact support. Suppose ^ ' ^ ^ dp2~P < 
oo, then there is a K < oo such that supp(ii;„) c [-K, K] for all n>l. 
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Proof. The claim follows from the fact that the distribution defined as the inverse 
Fourier transform of the product n i = i " ^ f (^/2)V'(C/2"^) has support contained in 
a - Y, length(me,,,)2-^ J ^ length(me,,i)2-^' C[-K,K], 
whenever Wi =7p has compact support (a < oo depends on the support of wi). 
6.3.1 HNWPs Based on Daubechies Filters 
In the following section we will use HNWP and periodic HNWP system based on 
the Daubechies family of finite filters. Let us recall that the Daubechies filter of length 
2N is given by 
with 
N - l 
i=n \ J / 3=0 
We extract C^{^) from |£^(0I by the Riesz factorization (see [29]). 
For any given sequence {d„}^o C 2N, and a scaling function/wavelet pair {(t),xp), 
we can define a family of HNWPs by letting mp'' = rr^"^ for n > 1 and q- < n, in 
Definition 6.5. 
Lemma 6.9 Let m^ be the Daubechies filters of length 2N. Then 
K ( e ) | < | s i n ( O r - ^ for 7r/2 < lei < TT. 
Proof. We have for 7r/2 < |^| < TT, 
Hm' = cos2^(C/2)|P;.(OP, 
where 
j=0 ^ J / 
j=0 \ J / 
7=0 \ 3 / 3=0 
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= [2sin2(C/2)]^-^|PN(7r/2)|2 
so 
which proves the claim. 
6.4 Periodic HNWPs with Near Perfect Frequency 
Localization 
In this section we have given the periodic Shannon wavelet packets. It is shown 
how to obtain periodic HNWPs, based on the Daubechies filters, that are equivalent 
to small perturbations of the periodic Shannon wavelet packets. 
It is proved in [70] that by periodizing any reasonable orthonormal wavelet basis 
associated with a multiresolution analysis, one obtains a multiresolution analysis for 
L2[0,1). The same procedure works equally well with highly nonstationary wavelet 
packets. 
Definition 6.10 Let {liinl^o ^^ a family of highly nonstationary basic wavelet packets 
satisfying |iOn(a;)| < Cn(l + |x|)~^"'" for some £„ > 0, n 6 NQ. For n € No we define 
the corresponding periodic wavelet packets Wn by 
Wn{x) = ^Wn{x-k). 
fc€Z 
Note that the hypothesis about the pointwise decay of the wavelet packets w„ ensures 
that the associated periodic wavelet packets are well defined functions contained in 
^p[0> 1) fof every p € [1, oo]. 
The following lemma shows that the above definition is useful. 
Lemma 6.11 The family {wn}^=o is an orthonormal basis for L2[0,1). 
Proof. Note that u)„ e Wj for 2^"^ < n < 2^ ' {Wj is the periodized version of the 
wavelet space Wj) and that Wj is 2-'-^ dimensional (see [70]) for details), so it suffices 
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to show that {Wn}^=o is an orthonormal system. We have, using Fubini's theorem, 
[ WnWm{x)dx = / ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ~ 9 ) X 1 ^"»^^ ~ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 
Jo Jo qel rez 
= J ^ / Wn{x - q)^ iOm{x - r) dx 
qeZ J° r€Z 
/
oo 
Wn{x)^Wm{x-r)dx 
•<» rez 
/
oo 
Wn{x)wm{x--r)dx 
We are interested in periodic wavelet packets obtained from wavelets packets with 
very good frequency resolution. The idealized case in the Shannon wavelet packets. 
The Shannon wavelet packets are defined by taking 
"^o(0 = X)^t-'^/2W2l(^-27rA;) 
fcez 
and 
in Definition 6.1. There is a nice explicit expression for \Wn\. We define a map G : 
No —» No in the following way. Let n = Yl'kLi '^ fc2''~^ be the binary expansion of n e No. 
Then we let G{n)i = n< + Ui+i (mod 2) and put G{n) = ^ ^ ^ G{n)k2''-\ The map G 
is the so-called Gray-code permutation. We have the following simple formulas for the 
Shannon wavelet packets, which show that they have perfect frequency resolution. See 
[96] for a proof. 
Theorem 6.12 [96] Let {tt>„}„ be the Shannon wavelet packets. Then 
I^G(n) (OI = X[n,r.(n+1)T)(|^|). 
We define a new system by letting a;„ = WG{n) for n € NQ. We call the reordered 
system {uJn}^=o the Shannon wavelet packets in frequency order. 
The Shannon wavelet packets are not contained in Li(R) so one has to be careful 
trying to periodize the functions. We can avoid this problem by viewing the Shannon 
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i>\^'-^' }f 
filter as the limit of a sequence of Meyer filters. The Meyer filter with resolution e is 
defined to be a nonnegative QMF, niQ '\ for which 
IUQ ' ' | (- ,r/2+£,7r/2-£) = 1-
We always assume that m^'' G C^(R). .4s usual, we take m f ' ' ( 0 = e''m.o'''{^ + n). 
For Meyer filters, Hess-Nielsen observed thai periodic wavelet packets in. frafucncy 
ordering are just shifted sine and cosines at the low frequencies. More precisely, for 
n e N lye use the binary expansion 2n = Yl'^^o^i'^' ^° define a sequence {«„} by 
oo 
Kn = ^ | e / - e , + i | 2 - ' - i . 
Then the result is: 
Theorem 6.13 [45] Choose e such that 7r/6 > e > 0, and let n EN be such that e < 
2~^. ForvriQ a Meyer filter with resolution e/(7r —e) we consider the periodized wavelet 
packets {wn)n in frequency order generated using mo end the associated highpass filter 
they fulfill 
ii'2Ti(3;) = \/2cos[27r7i(a; —/c„)] 
W2n-i{x) = y/2sm[2Trn{x — Kn)]. 
for each n, 0 < n < 2^"^ 
The periodized version of the Shannon wavelet packet system should correspond 
to the limit of the above results as we let e —» 0. This consideration leads us to the 
following definition: 
Definition 6.14 We define the periodic Shannon wavelet packets {Sn} (in frequency 
order) by SQ = I and for n e. N, 
S2nix) = \/2cos[27rn(a; - At„)] 
S2n-i{.x) = v^sin[27rn(a; -/€„)]. 
This system has all the useful properties one can hope for. 
Theorem 6.15 The system {5„}„ is an orthonormal basis for L2[0,1) and a Schauder 
basis for Lp[0,1), 1 < p < oo. 
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Proof. The L^ result follows from the fact that any finite subsystem {Sn}n is a subset 
of the orthonormal basis considered in Theorem 6.13 for sufficiently small e. To get the 
Lp result it suffices to notice that for any sequence (4)fc6Z C R, {e2irfc(x-6t)}^ Schauder 
basis for Lp[0,1), which follows easily by calculating the associated partial sums 
Y ^ /^ -2irjil:5tg2ir«fc\g27rtfc(x-«fc) _ V ^ ^ikSkie g2irtfc\g-27rjfc«fcg27rtfci 
\k\<N \k\<N 
\k\<N 
where we have used tluxt {e''*"*''^ '^*»'^ }fc is an orthonormal system iu /y^l^, 1). 
6.4.1 Periodic Shannon Wavelets 
Our goal in this section is to construct periodic HNWPs that are equivalent in 
Lp[0,1) to small perturbations of the periodic Shannon wavelet packets. To get such 
results we need some results on the periodic wavelets. The Shannon wavelets are not 
contained in Li(R) so we have to use the same type of limit procedure eis we did for the 
Shannon wavelet packets to define the periodized version of the functions. We obtain 
Definition 6.16 Let EQ = 1. For n = 2-^ + k, Q <k <2'^, J >Q, we define E„ by 
^n[x) = fj{x-2-'k), 
where 
2-' 
fj{x) = 2--'/2 ^ 5(£)[g2.i^/2^+'g-2.«x^g-2.a/2-'+>g2.,7.|^ 
and 
( i/\/2, if e e {2^ }^ >o, 
y 1, otherwise. 
We call {En}^o ^^^ family of periodic Shannon wavelets, 
Since any finite subset of {E„}„>o is a subsystem of a periodized Meyer wavelet 
system {the Meyer wavelet needed depends on the subset o/ {E„}„>o, of course), it 
follows that the system is indeed an orthonormal basis for L2[0,1). First, let us show 
that the periodic Shannon wavelets are equivalent to the Ham system in Lp[0,1). The 
Harr system {/i„}~=o on [0,1) is defined by letting ho = X[o i) and, for k = 0,1,-•• J = 
l , 2 , • • • , 2 ^ 
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h2k+t{x) = 
f 2 /^2 if X G [(2£ - 2)2-'=-S (2£ - l)2-*-i) 
-2'=/2 if xe[(2£-2)2- '=-S2£.2-*- i ) 
0 otherwise. 
It is easy to verify that this system is the periodic version of the Haar wavelet system 
with the numbering introduced in [70j. 
Lemma 6.17 [100] Let f be a trigonometric polynomial of degree n. Then there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that 
Mf{x) >C sup 1/(01, 
\t-x\<ir/n 
where M is the classical Hardy-Littlewood mxxximal operator. 
We have the following theorem, the proof in the spirit of Wojtaszczyk's work {100J. 
Theorem 6.18 The periodic Shannon wavelets are equivalent to the (periodic) Haar 
wavelets in Lp[Q, I], 1 < p < oo. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [75]. 
Theorem 6.19 Let {ipn}n be a periodic wavelet system associated with a wavelet xp 
satisfying \ip{x)\ < C(l + |a;|)"^"^ Then {^„}„ is equivalent to the (periodic) Haar 
wavelets in Lp[0,1]. 
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove that 
oo 
XI °n'^ " 
n=0 
> c 
P 
oo 
/ ,anhn 
n=0 
We have, by the FefFerman-Stein inequaUty 
oo 
n = 0 
oo / 2 - ' + l - l 
n = 0 \ k=2-> 
> c /L^.g 2^+1_1 2v P/2 
1/p 
Yl k^^ * dx 
k=2J 
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> c 
•^0 V j = o 
2^+1-1 
2v P/2 \ 
dx 
) 
i /p 
It follows from [99] that for n = 2"' + k, 
Hence, for x e [fc2-^(fc + 1)2-^) (see [85], pp.62-63), 
,1 / 2 - ' + ' - l 
(6.3) 
^ = / I ^ a/V/(y)j 'fpn{y)dy 
2^+1-1 
< C 2 - ' / 2 M ( y ] a^ V^ fc ) (:r), 
fc=2-' 
where we have used the estimate (6.3), which shows that 2*^ ''^ lV'nl is an approximation 
of the identity centered at k2~^. Thus 
(2 J + i _ i \ 2 ' '+»- l 
fc=2-' / fc=2'' 
and we have 
^CLW^n 
n=0 
> C 
> c 
r('"°'^^s 2 J + i _ i fc=2-' 2 , p/2 \ 1/P \ rf.T 
y^On^n 
n=0 
The following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 6.20 Lei {^n}n ^e a periodic wavelet packet system associated mlth a wavelet 
tp satisfying \ip{x)\ < C{l + \x\)~^-\ Then {^„}„ is equivalent to the periodic Shannon 
wavelets in Lp[0,1], 1 < p < oo. 
Let {wn}n be a HNWP system for which \wi{x)\ < C(l + |.TD~'^"S and let {w„}„ 
be the corresponding periodic system. For 2^ <n< 2"^ "''^  write 
w, 
2 J + i _ i 
'nix) = 5 Z ^,sMx), 
a=2-' 
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where ipn is the corresponding periodic wavelet. Define a new system {w^} hij 
2^+1-1 
where Eg is the periodic Shannon wavelet. Then we have the Jollowing result: 
Corollary 6.21 The systems {iD„}„ and {w^}n are equivalent in Lp[0,1), 1 < p < oo, 
in the sense that there exists an isomorphism Q on Lp{0,1) such that 
Qwr, = tof. 
Proof. Take Q to be the isomorphism from Corollary 6.20 defined by Qipn = Sn-
Remark 6.22 The significance of the premous corollary is that when dealing with 
periodic HNWPs {iy„}n in Lp[0,1), we may assume that the wavelet tp = Wi is a 
Meyer wavelet ip^'^ with arbitrarily good frequency localization; i.e., •0{^) = 1 for 
1^1 G (TT + 5,27r - 6) for a small number 6. To see this, let {w^^'^}n be the periodic 
HNWP system obtained using the same filters that generated {tl'„}„ but with i/)^ '^* as 
the wavelet. Prom the previous discussion of the periodic Meyer wavelets we see that by 
periodizing tp!^^^ we get exactly T,2" for n < N{6), where N{6) -» oo as 6 -^ 0. Hence, 
w^ = w^'^ for n < 2^(*)+^ and w^ can be mapped onto w„ by the isomorphism of 
Corollary 6.21. 
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